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All of our products are unconditionally guaranteed.
If for any reason you are not satisfied with any item,
you may return it for a replacement, a refund, or
credit. It’s that simple.

Carolina Cares About Safety

These products are educational materials, not toys or games.
They are to be used only under adult supervision and for
instructional purposes. To comply with federal product safety
regulations, Carolina’s product descriptions include small
parts warnings, if applicable. Refer to the information below to
understand the symbols used and their meanings.
/!\ 1 Small Parts
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.
/!\ 2 Latex Balloons
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Children under 8 yrs. can
choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons. Adult
supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children.
Discard broken balloons at once.
/!\ 3 Small Balls
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—This toy is a small ball. Not for
children under 3 yrs.
/!\ 4 Small Balls
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Toy contains a small ball. Not
for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ 5 Marbles
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—This toy is a marble. Not for
children under 3 yrs.
/!\ 6 Marbles
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Toy contains a marble. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

Front Cover Photo: Kojihirano/iStock®/Getty Images® Plus

Looking for
STC–Kindergarten™, STC–Elementary™, or STC–Secondary™?
Go to Carolina.com

www.carolina.com/smithsonian • 800.334.5551
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Learning Framework

STC Middle School™
Grades 6–8

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™
Grades K–5

LIFEScience

EARTHand SPACEScience

PHYSICALScience

ENGINEERINGDesign

What Do Plants
and Animals Need to Live?

How Can We Be Ready
for the Weather?

How Can We Change
an Object’s Motion?

How Can We Stay Cool
in the Sun?

How Do LIving Things
Stay Safe and Grow?

How Can We Predict When the
Sky Will Be Dark?

How Can We Light Our Way
in the Dark?

How Can We Send a Message
Using Sound?

How Can We Find the
Best Place for a Plant to Grow?

What Can Maps Tell Us
About Land and Water
on Earth?

How Can We Change
Solids and Liquids?

How Can We Stop Soil
from Washing Away?

What Explains Similarities
and Diﬀerences Between
Organisms?

How Do Weather and
Climate Aﬀect Our Lives?

How Can We Predict
Patterns of Motion?

How Can We Protect
Animals When Their
Habitat Changes?

How Can Animals Use Their
Senses to Communicate?

What Is Our Evidence That We
Live on a Changing Earth?

How Does Motion Energy
Change in a Collision?

How Can We Provide
Energy to People’s Homes?

How Can We Predict
Change in Ecosystems?

How Can We Use the
Sky to Navigate?

How Can We Identify Materials
Based on Their Properties?

How Can We Provide
Freshwater to Those in Need?

LIFEScience

EARTHand SPACEScience

PHYSICALScience

Ecosystems and
Their Interactions

Weather and Climate
Systems

Energy, Forces,
and Motion

Structure and Function

Earth’s Dynamic
Systems

Matter and Its
Interactions

Genes and Molecular Machines

Space Systems
Exploration

Electricity, Waves, and
Information Transfer

Why Are Honey Bees Disappearing?

Research
Modules

What Evidence Suggests Similarities Among Organisms?
How Can We Use Technology to Monitor Aquatic Ecosystems?

Smithsonian’s programs are recognized and recommended as a STEM program. Visit STEMworks.WestEd.org.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian
Smithsonian
Science Education Center
Science Education Center

4 Modules Per Year Provide Complete
3D Learning for the NGSS*
With 24 phenomena- and problem-based modules, Smithsonian Science for
the Classroom™ is setting the standard in 3D learning and 3D assessment:
• Coherent storylines
• Teacher support
• Proven results

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™ Learning Framework

Grades K–5

LIFEScience

EARTHand SPACEScience

PHYSICALScience

ENGINEERINGDesign

What Do Plants
and Animals Need to Live?

How Can We Be Ready
for the Weather?

How Can We Change
an Object’s Motion?

How Can We Stay Cool
in the Sun?

How Do LIving Things
Stay Safe and Grow?

How Can We Predict When the
Sky Will Be Dark?

How Can We Light Our Way
in the Dark?

How Can We Send a Message
Using Sound?

How Can We Find the
Best Place for a Plant to Grow?

What Can Maps Tell Us
About Land and Water
on Earth?

How Can We Change
Solids and Liquids?

How Can We Stop Soil
from Washing Away?

What Explains Similarities
and Diﬀerences Between
Organisms?

How Do Weather and
Climate Aﬀect Our Lives?

How Can We Predict
Patterns of Motion?

How Can We Protect
Animals When Their
Habitat Changes?

How Can Animals Use Their
Senses to Communicate?

What Is Our Evidence That We
Live on a Changing Earth?

How Does Motion Energy
Change in a Collision?

How Can We Provide
Energy to People’s Homes?

How Can We Predict
Change in Ecosystems?

How Can We Use the
Sky to Navigate?

How Can We Identify Materials
Based on Their Properties?

How Can We Provide
Freshwater to Those in Need?

*Next Generation Science Standards® is a registered trademark of WestEd. Neither WestEd nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were
involved in the production of these products, and do not endorse them.
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Coherent Storylines
• Coherent storylines that build toward students answering a question or solving a problem
• Begin with the end in mind—students start with the big idea then work progressively through tasks that
build to a culminating science or design challenge

Summary

In this module, students will explore the topic of water
scarcity and the various ways humans have attempted
to get water to where it is needed. In the first focus
question, students will collect evidence and experiences
on their water footprints and on how little accessible
freshwater actually exists. The culminating activity in
the first focus question asks students to create a water
scarcity–based public service announcement for a region
in distress. The second focus question asks students
to solve a water pumping challenge, develop models
based on the interaction of Earth’s four spheres, and
then design a solution to a water pollution problem. In

focus question three, students use a digital game and a
newspaper activity to see how humans have tried to solve
the global and regional problems of getting freshwater to
where it’s needed. The unintended consequences of our
solutions are a point of emphasis in this focus question.
In the final focus question, students engage in a two-part
summative assessment. The written summative assessment
complements the performance-based summative
assessment and both focus on how key stakeholder groups
must work together to design solutions to the water
access, treatment, and allocation issues facing individuals
and communities around the Earth.

Concepts and Practices Storyline
Focus Question 1: Where does the water you
need come from?

1

2

3

20

Lesson 1: H2GO
Accessing freshwater is a problem
Students define the problem of freshwater not
being available where it is needed. Students
design and test a system for moving water a
short distance.

Lesson 2: Water Footprint
Human activities require freshwater
Students analyze and interpret data in order to
construct explanations about how much water
is required to produce different foods. Students
learn how the food they eat, activities they
participate in, and materials they use all affect
their own water footprint.

Lesson 3: Our Water Picture
Freshwater is limited and not easily
accessible
Students use a model to create a graph
that shows how little freshwater is available
compared to the large amount of water on
Earth. Students define the problem of humans’
need for freshwater and the limited amount of
freshwater available.

4

Lesson 4: Water Scarcity Explored
Water scarcity is a global problem
Students analyze and interpret data showing
the scale of the global water scarcity issue and
communicate their findings in a public service
announcement.

Focus Question 2: How have humans
impacted the water we need?

5

6

Lesson 5: Water Pump
Identifying failure points informs how to
improve a design
Students consider the structure and function
of various tools in order to design a solution for
pumping groundwater to the surface. Students
communicate possible solutions to failure
points encountered during system testing.

Lesson 6: The Global Water Connection
Humans impact Earth’s four spheres
Students evaluate informational text in order to
communicate information with peers about a
particular sphere of the Earth. Students explain
how one component of the Earth system is
affected by or affects humans.

How Can We Provide Freshwater to Those in Need?

Concepts and Practices Storyline, How Can We Provide Freshwater to Those in Need?, Grade 5, Engineering Design

“Teachers need to understand
where the students will begin,
where they will end, and what is
in-between, and Smithsonian
Science consistently provides
teachers with that information.”
Jessica Whisher-Hehl
Former Coordinator of
Innovative Teaching and Learning
Onondaga-Cortland-Madison
Board of Cooperative
Educational Services
(OCM BOCES), NY

Smithsonian Programs
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Science Education Center
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Teacher Support
• Investigations engage your students in 3D tasks and assessments
• The three-dimensional assessment system includes
preassessment, formative assessment, student self-assessment,
and a summative written assessment and performance
assessment, accompanied by scoring rubrics
• From misconception support to ELL strategies, teacher guides and
SS@HOME resources provide everything you need to transition to
NGSS and 3D instruction and assessment
• Find additional teacher support through the Smithsonian Science
Get Ready! Professional Learning

Proven Results
• Research-based instruction proven to raise test scores in science,
reading, and math
• Effective science and engineering instruction at every grade level
• Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Series™ provides all students
with access to the Smithsonian’s research, scientists, and worldclass collections while integrating science content and literacy
Find out more.

Download the complete LASER i3 results: ssec.si.edu/our-results

The OCM BOCES region uses Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™ curricula to provide its teachers and students with
standards-based, phenomenon-driven learning. Some of its key aspects that help their teachers successfully integrate lesson
study and the standards into their teaching include:
• The modules and rubrics are clearly broken down into the three dimensions of learning.
“Intentional and complete.”
OCM BOCES, NY

• The standards are clear within the modules, so teachers learn and become comfortable with them.
• Common student misconceptions are highlighted in the teacher guide to help teachers recognize them and guide students.
• Every module is well organized around a central question, and lessons within a module follow a trajectory and have a
relationship with each other.
The Onondaga, Cortland, and Madison counties region of the New York State Board of Cooperative Educational Services (OCM
BOCES) in central New York State uses lesson study to help teachers in its 23 school districts. To learn more about their efforts,
visit www.carolina.com/lessonstudy.

4
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Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™—
everything you need to teach ALL your students
A Complete, Integrated System for 3D Learning: Kits + Print + Digital, in One Package
A module purchase includes:
• Hands-on material
New!
•
Print
Remote teaching
Spanish
also available
in print!

- Teacher’s guide
- On-grade literacy readers
- Student activity guides (grades 3–5)

and learning with
SS@HOME

• Digital
For the teacher:
For the student:
- Teacher’s guide
- On- and below-grade literacy readers
- Teacher resource videos
- Spanish literacy readers
- Student activity guides in English and Spanish

How Can We Provide Freshwater
to Those in Need? @HOME

6

Lesson

The Global Water Connections

Q Focus Question: How have humans impacted the water we need?

Digital Resources tab: Student Activity Guide:
Lesson 6: The Global Water Connection
STEM notebook

STEM
Notebook

Water

Lesson 6 Notebook Sheet
Procedure tab: Water Matrix file, Step 4

Lesson
Notebook
Sheets

Extensions tab: Community and Home/Literacy: Systems in the News

FINAL
León

Additional Resources Printed in Spanish

Lobo

Spanish versions of student literacy and student activity
guides, and Spanish Component Bundles are available.

So un d
So un d
n un

Sigue la
corriente

Spanish Smithsonian Science Stories

(see page 53)

Smithsonian Programs
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Spanish Component Bundles contain card sets, game boards,
and/or field guides translated into Spanish. For details on an
individual module’s Spanish Component Bundle, visit
www.carolina.com/ssftc, then select the module in the
Learning Framework matrix.
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Kindergarten
Four new modules for kindergarten will engage
young learners and encourage them to figure out
the world around them.

Each kindergarten module offers:
• An engaging and cohesive storyline
- The Phenomena and Problems Storyline shows clearly how lesson sequences
serve to explain a phenomenon or solve a problem
- Each explanation of a phenomenon or solution to a problem prepares students
for the module’s final Science Challenge or Design Challenge
• Integrated support for developing literacy skills
- Big book written at grades 1–2
reading level for reading aloud
- Smaller student books with
identical content for center or
small-group work
- Full-page notebook sheets that
allow students to draw or write
responses

Phenomena and Problems Storyline, What Do Plants and Animals Need to Live?, Grade K, Life Science

Big books and
student readers
in English and
Spanish
STEM Notebook
Sheets
in English and
Spanish

6
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• An assessment system designed specifically for kindergarten level
- A comprehensive Assessment Map that illustrates students’ progress in
building skills and knowledge throughout the module
- Formative and checkpoint assessments that build to the module summative
performance assessment, a Science or Engineering Design Challenge
- Assessment table format that is appropriate for “in the moment” assessment
guidance
- Multiple ways for students to show what they know, including peer-to-peer
discussion and notebook sheets with age-appropriate supports

Assessment Map, What Do Plants and Animals Need to Live?, Grade K, Life Science

• More connections to students’ home and prior experiences
- Increased emphasis on eliciting and leveraging students’
existing expertise
- A Family Letter helps teachers identify students’ prior
experiences and incorporate them into teaching
- SS@HOME lesson plans and demonstration videos support
continuous teaching and learning when students are not in
the classroom

Family letters in English and Spanish

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grade K
Kindergarten Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 1 Smithsonian Science Stories Big Book
• 4 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to 24 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

What Do Plants and Animals Need to Live?
Grade K.
Performance Expectations: K-LS1-1
Supporting Performance Expectations: K-ESS2-2; K-ESS3-1; K-ESS3-3
Module Highlight: Why is my plant brown and shriveled? Over 10 lessons, students plan and carry out investigations of radish plants and
use what they learn to explain what might have happened to the brown and shriveled plant. Students use observations of live caterpillars
and stories about other animals as evidence to explain what animals need to live and grow. Students learn how plants and animals change
their environment to explain mysterious holes in the ground and a cracked sidewalk. Students design a solution to the cracked sidewalks
to help both humans and trees get what they need. In the end-of-module science challenge, students build upon models they developed
throughout the module to represent what plants and animals need to live and grow. Module includes an order sheet for prepaid delivery of
the living organisms.1
518401
1-Use Module Kit
$613.95
518404
1-Use Refurbishment Set $64.95
518401U3 3-Use Module Kit
$729.95
518404U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set $186.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants, protozoa, insects, and other
animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this
material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other pertinent information.
International Customers: The importation of plants, seed, plant products, and planting media may be regulated
by your country. Before ordering, check with your governmental officials and, if necessary, provide us with
import permits and other necessary documentation. Phytosanitary certificates, inspections, and other documentation may be required and may result in delays and additional charges.
1
Painted lady butterfly larvae cannot be shipped into Puerto Rico. Painted lady butterflies cannot be released in
CT, ND, and WA.

Time to Reorder
Living Materials?
See pages 54–55.
Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/whatsinahome.

8
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Earthand SpaceScience

Grade K

How Can We Be Ready for the Weather?

Grade K.
Performance Expectations: K-ESS2-1; K-ESS3-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: K-PS3-1
Module Highlight: Do I need a hat or umbrella today? Students begin this 10-lesson module with an everyday, but mysterious,
phenomenon: A pole is wet on one side but dry on the other. Students develop models to figure out what environmental conditions caused
the phenomenon. Next, students collect and analyze temperature data to construct scientific explanations for temperature variability
over the course of a day. In doing so, students make sense of various aspects of weather, how those aspects combine, and how people
prepare themselves for weather conditions. In the second half of the module, students learn about several types of severe weather, where
it is likely to occur, and how to prepare for it. In the end-of-module science challenge, students pull together what they have learned to
decide what they need to be prepared for spending time outdoors. Doing so requires students to analyze weather data for patterns and
construct evidence-based arguments that are communicated both verbally and visually. Finally, students ask each other questions about
their plans based on the weather forecast.
518501
1-Use Module Kit
$806.95
518504
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$41.95
518501U3 3-Use Module Kit
$874.95
518504U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set $106.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/readyfortheweather.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grade K
Kindergarten Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 1 Smithsonian Science Stories Big Book
• 4 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to 24 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Change an Object’s Motion?

Grade K.
Performance Expectations: K-PS2-1; K-PS2-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-3
Module Highlight: Goal! How did that happen? Students begin this 10-lesson module with the mystery of what happened
to cause a goal to be scored in an air hockey game. Students use balls, trays, and cars to investigate what starts, speeds
up, and changes an object’s motion. Students use evidence from these investigations to figure out that the puck was likely
pushed hard before it collided with a wall to change direction and score a goal. To inform the design of a tabletop hockey
game, students investigate different paddle and wall materials. Then they design, build, and test their game. In the endof-module science challenge, students develop and test a model to figure out what caused a ball to change its direction of
motion inside a mini golf feature.
518601
1-Use Module Kit
$710.95
518601U3 3-Use Module Kit
$969.95
518604
1-Use Refurbishment Set $160.95
518604U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set $399.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/pushpull.
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EngineeringDesign

Grade K

Grade K

How Can We Stay Cool in the Sun?

Grade K.
Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-1; K-2-ETS1-2; K-2-ETS1-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: K-PS3-1; K-PS3-2
Module Highlight: Oh no, the playground surface is too hot to play on! Over 10 lessons, students ask questions, perform research, and
conduct an investigation into this phenomenon. They use a model of the playground and sun in their investigation. As they progress from
their initial encounter with the hot playground through the analysis of their investigation data, they create and refine an explanation that the
playground surface gets hot due to exposure to sunlight. The hot playground is a problem for kids who want to play on it. Students apply
what they have learned: blocking sunlight can keep a surface from warming. They design, build, and test model shade devices as solutions
to the hot playground problem. Students then apply their understanding of engineering design and how sunlight can heat surfaces to a design
challenge. They research, design, build, and compare portable shade devices as possible solutions to a new warming problem.
518701
1-Use Module Kit
$672.95
518701U3 3-Use Module Kit
$926.95
518704
1-Use Refurbishment Set $136.95
518704U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set $361.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/coolinthesun.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grade 1
Grades 1–2 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Do Living Things Stay Safe and Grow?
Grade 1.
Performance Expectations: 1-LS1-1; 1-LS1-2; 1-LS3-1
Supporting Science Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 10 lessons, students explore the phenomenon that plants and animals have structures and
behaviors that help them grow and survive. Using multiple modalities, including live organisms, Smithsonian videos,
games, and literacy readings, students explore the similarities and differences between the structures of young
and adult plants and animals. They learn about patterns of behavior that help young animals grow and survive,
applying this knowledge in a simulation of penguin parents caring for their chicks. Learning more about the patterns
of structures that help organisms grow and survive, they apply this information to design a tool that mimics a plant
or animal body part. During the science challenge and performance assessment, students play a card game that
contains situations in which students must select a structure or behavior to help a plant or animal survive. They
must justify their choice using evidence, then communicate how their selection helped the organism grow or survive.
Module includes an order sheet for prepaid delivery of the living organisms.
516001
1-Use Module Kit
$827.95
516004
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$140.95
516001U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,102.95
516004U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$416.95
Time to Reorder
Living Materials?
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants,
protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the Hawaii
See pages 54–55.
Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this material, and if
necessary, provide us with import permits and other pertinent information.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/survival.
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Earthand SpaceScience

Grade 1

How Can We Predict When the Sky Will Be Dark?

Grade 1.
Performance Expectations: 1-ESS1-1; 1-ESS1-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: 1-PS4-2
Module Highlight: In 10 lessons, students begin to build an explanation for the phenomenon of the daytime and nighttime skies. Students
analyze and interpret observations of the sky at different times of the day and find the pattern that the Sun is only visible during the
daytime, the stars are only visible at night, and the Moon can be visible during daytime or night. Through investigation, planning and
carrying out investigations, students begin to understand there is a daily pattern of the Sun’s motion, and a pattern of sunlight throughout
the year. Students complete a science challenge performance assessment to identify the times of the year that it will be dark when kids
walk to and from school and recommend a light source for kids to use when walking to school in the dark.
516101
1-Use Module Kit
$762.95
516104
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$45.95
516101U3 3-Use Module Kit
$783.95
516104U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$69.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/daylight.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grade 1
Grades 1–2 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Light Our Way in the Dark?
Grade 1.
Performance Expectations: 1-PS4-2; 1-PS4-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 1-LS1-1; K-2-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 10 lessons over 13 class sessions, students gather evidence to help them explain how light
can help animals, including humans, survive. They begin by considering how we can see things in dark places such
as caves and investigate whether certain objects are light sources. Students plan and carry out investigations about
how a beam of light interacts with transparent, translucent, and opaque materials, constructing explanations of
what they observed, then describe the formation of shadows and reflection of light. They read about the structures
of some animals that use light to help them survive, the structures that make up lighthouses, and the engineering
problems that lighthouses are designed to solve. Students design a solution to the problem of student visibility on the
way to and from school, mimicking ways that some animals reflect light. In the end-of-module science challenge,
students investigate the effects of light hitting new materials to explain how one material could help people find an
exit door in an emergency, helping them survive.
516201
1-Use Module Kit
$1,107.95
516204
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$72.95
516201U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,208.95
516204U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$175.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/lightourway.
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EngineeringDesign

Grade 1

How Can We Send a Message Using Sound?

Grade 1.
Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-1; K-2-ETS1-2; K-2-ETS1-3
Supporting Science Performance Expectations: 1-PS4-1; 1-PS4-4
Module Highlight: Sound is much more than just noise. Its many varieties can be used to make music, alert us to harm, and
even send messages. How can we send a message using sound? Using a variety of methods and media, students solve this
problem. In 10 lessons over 11 class sessions, students explore different ways of sending a message and organize them
by how the message is sent (light or sound) and by distance. They use a drum to send a simple message using a pattern of
sounds. Students collect evidence through hands-on activities and text to build a claim that sound is caused by something
vibrating. They build a model of a kazoo and use this to demonstrate that sound also causes vibration. They use a model of an
eardrum to collect more evidence that sound causes vibration. They use a text to construct an explanation for how we hear. In
the end-of-module design challenge, students apply what they have learned about sound and engineering to make a simple
musical instrument whose sound sends a code that solves the problem of getting someone safely across a river.
516301
1-Use Module Kit
$1,065.95
516304
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$252.95
516301U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,519.95
516304U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$731.95
516325
Spanish Components Bundle
$51.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/sound.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grade 2
Grades 1–2 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Find the Best Place for a Plant to Grow?
Grade 2.
Performance Expectations: 2-LS2-1; 2-LS2-2; 2-LS4-1
Supporting Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 10 lessons, students encounter the phenomenon of a plant that only lives in a few small areas. To figure out
why, students investigate what different plants need to live, grow, and reproduce, gathering information about plant structures
and their functions. Using radish seedlings, students plan and carry out an investigation into whether plants need light and water
to grow in different conditions. Through observations of dried bees and pollen collection, students explore how pollen gets from
flower to flower, making an argument for the structure that is most helpful for pollination. Applying their knowledge, students
design hand pollinators to solve the problem of a lack of pollinators. Next, students consider how young plants can end up far
away from their parent and explore different modes of seed dispersal. Analyzing data from a simulation, students reveal the
pattern that some plants and animals must live in the same place to help each other. For their science challenge performance
assessment, students help a school garden club by analyzing data to decide where to plant two types of plants to ensure they will
survive and reproduce. Returning to the phenomenon from the beginning of the module, students make an argument for why the
plant can only live in a few small areas.
516401
1-Use Module Kit
$939.95
516404
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$78.95
516401U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,071.95
516404U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$211.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants,
protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the Hawaii
Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this material, and if
necessary, provide us with import permits and other pertinent information.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/plantsandplaces.
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Earthand SpaceScience

Grade 2

What Can Maps Tell Us About Land and Water on Earth?
Grade 2.
Performance Expectations: 2-ESS2-2; 2-ESS2-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 2-PS1-1
Module Highlight: In 10 lessons, students engage with two phenomena: there are patterns of land and
water on Earth, and we can represent those patterns with models, including maps. Exploring the kinds
of land and water on Earth, students use their observations to create definitions of each kind of land and
water, then demonstrate their understanding by developing a three-dimensional model. Students plan and
carry out an investigation into the properties of solid and liquid water to explore the patterns of water on
Earth, providing the knowledge to explain the patterns of solid water on Earth that they observe in satellite
images. Students continue to obtain and use information from examples of patterns of land and water
to further develop their three-dimensional models. Students read about maps from different cultures,
exploring how mapmakers use symbols to show patterns of land and water, then create a custom legend
using their own symbols. During the science challenge performance assessment, students make a
two-dimensional map of their three-dimensional models of land and water. Students test their ability to
interpret how the maps represent patterns by trading maps and matching the map to the correct model of
land and water.
516501
1-Use Module Kit
$841.95
516504
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$152.95
516501U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,103.95
516504U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$413.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/maps.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grade 2
Grades 1–2 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach
1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to
teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Change Solids and Liquids?

Grade 2.
Performance Expectations: 2-PS1-1; 2-PS1-2; 2-PS1-3; 2-PS1-4
Supporting Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 10 lessons, students explore the phenomenon of solids and liquids changing when they are heated
or cooled. They first investigate several properties of solids and liquids, including color, shape, and hardness. They build
a sculpture and take it apart to make another sculpture with different properties (this leads into a later understanding of
particles). They then compare the properties of several liquids and solids and argue from evidence that sand is a solid. They
use what they have learned about solids and liquids to test ice packs that can take the shape of an arm. They compare solids
that change and go back when heated to solids that change permanently. In the science challenge performance assessment,
they use what they have learned about solids and liquids to choose the best material for a replica gemstone.
516601
1-Use Module Kit
$825.95
516604
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$79.95
516601U3 3-Use Module Kit
$928.95
516604U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$184.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/solidsandliquids.
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EngineeringDesign

Grade 2

How Can We Stop Soil from Washing Away?

Grade 2.
Performance Expectations: K-2-ETS1-1; K-2-ETS1-2; K-2-ETS1-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 2-ESS1-1; 2-ESS2-1
Module Highlight: Wind and rain can wreak havoc on Earth’s landforms. How can we help? In 10
lessons over 10 class sessions, students use a variety of methods and media to collect evidence
on the fast and slow ways water and wind can change the shape of the land. They examine
photographs and models of certain changes in the land caused by flowing water and blowing
wind. A literacy activity highlights the successful and unsuccessful ways people have attempted
to minimize the impact water and wind have on the land. Students use a stream table as a model
to compare multiple solutions designed to prevent water from changing the shape of the land. The
end-of-module summative performance assessment asks students to apply the evidence gathered
in previous lessons to the engineering design challenge, saving the sand towers!
516701
1-Use Module Kit
$875.95
516704
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$144.95
516701U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,249.95
516704U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$407.95
516725
Spanish Component Bundle
$9.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/erosion.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grade 3
Grades 3–5 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• 10 Student Activity Guides
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

What Explains Similarities and Differences Between Organisms?
Grade 3.
Performance Expectations: 3-LS1-1; 3-LS3-1; 3-LS3-2; 3-LS4-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: 3-ESS2-2
Module Highlight: In 15 lessons over 18 class sessions, students explore variation of traits in individuals, patterns of life cycles, and
how the environment can affect expression of traits. Students observe the variations in traits among and possible patterns of inheritance in Wisconsin Fast Plants®.1 Students also complete a pedigree model for California condors. Then students plan and carry out an
investigation to determine how environmental factors can affect plant growth as well as the effect of different climate regions. Students
investigate and analyze plant and several animal life cycles to determine patterns. Through informational text, students learn how variation in traits can affect reproductive success and analyze the results of a fair test about snapdragon flower color. Through mathematical
analysis, students determine how fur color affected the survival rate of a mouse species. As a final science challenge, students conduct
a research project involving Trinidadian guppies to determine whether a trait in the guppies is primarily a result of inheritance or an
environmental factor.
516801
1-Use Module Kit
$1,039.95
516804
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$134.95
516801U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,205.95
516804U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$276.95
516803
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
516803SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
516825
Spanish Component Bundle
$24.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants, protozoa,
insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the Hawaii Department of Agriculture
(808.832.0566) before ordering this material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and
other pertinent information.
1
The inclusion of Wisconsin Fast Plants® seed in this kit means that export
orders may need phytosanitary certificates, inspections, and other documentation.
This may result in additional fees and delays.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/variation.
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EarthandSpaceScience

Grade 3

How Do Weather and Climate Affect Our Lives?
Grade 3.
Performance Expectations: 3-ESS2-1; 3-ESS2-2; 3-ESS3-1
Supporting Performance Expectations: 3-5-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 15 lessons over 17 class sessions, students learn why and how scientists measure
weather. They explore and use a thermometer, an anemometer, a wind vane, and a rain gauge to measure the
weather outside their school. They use past weather data to identify annual temperature patterns in their school’s
location. Students explore climates around the world and compare them to their school’s location. Students identify problems caused by hazardous weather and use evidence to identify the type of weather that caused each
problem. Students design and build a roof to protect from one type of hazardous weather: heavy precipitation. In
the final science challenge, students analyze and interpret patterns in climate data to recommend the best time
and location for a kids’ soccer tournament.
516901
1-Use Module Kit
$1,330.95
516904
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$87.95
516901U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,438.95
516904U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$179.95
516903
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
516903SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
516925
Spanish Component Bundle
$18.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/climate.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grade 3
Grades 3–5 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• 10 Student Activity Guides
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to 32
Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Predict Patterns of Motion?
Grade 3.
Performance Expectations: 3-PS2-1; 3-PS2-2; 3-PS2-3; 3-PS2-4
Supporting Performance Expectations: 3-5-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 15 lessons over 19 class sessions, students explore how objects can exert forces on other objects, and
predict an object’s future motion based on observations of patterns of motion. Students investigate contact forces, formulate
scientific questions, and carry out investigations to explain balanced and unbalanced forces. Students investigate in order
to describe repeating patterns of motion, and observe non-contact forces that cause objects to move. They participate in a
static electricity-fueled race and investigate at what distance different magnets are able to attract objects. Students obtain
information from text about magnet uses in transportation and communication. Students also identify problems and the
importance of criteria and constraints when designing solutions. Groups then use magnets to design, build, and test a solution
to a trash-sorting problem. In a final science challenge, student groups ask a scientific question, plan and carry out an
investigation, and use their data to predict the pattern of motion of a model swing that interacts with magnets.
517001
1-Use Module Kit
$1,423.95
517004
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$16.95
517001U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,470.95
517004U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$48.95
517003
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
517003SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517025
Spanish Component Bundle
$8.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (2, 4). Not for children under 8 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/motion.
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EngineeringDesign

Grade 3

How Can We Protect Animals When Their Habitat Changes?
Grade 3.
Performance Expectations: 3-5-ETS1-1; 3-5-ETS1-2; 3-5-ETS1-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 3-LS2-1; 3-LS4-1; 3-LS4-3; 3-LS4-4
Module Highlight: Animal habitats change every day. What steps can students take to help protect them? In 15 lessons over 18 class
sessions, students use a variety of methods, including hands-on investigation, collecting evidence from video observation and reading
selections, and camera trap data from the Smithsonian, to establish what animals need to survive, why animals live in different habitats,
what fossils can tell us about animals and habitats, what happens to animals when their habitat changes, and how we can protect them
when it does. Students investigate woodland habitats and marine habitats, and use seashells and fossils to make claims about whether
the fossils lived on land or in the sea. Students design, build, and compare two roly-poly “hotels” to determine the best design between
the two. In the final assessment design challenge, students define the problem of salamanders being killed on roads and design and
test a solution. Module includes order sheets for prepaid delivery of the living organisms.1
517101
1-Use Module Kit
$1,467.95
517104
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$386.95
517101U3 3-Use Module Kit
$2,165.95
517104U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$1,031.95
517103
Student Activity Guide, English $10.95
517103SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517125
Spanish Component Bundle
$58.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria,
plants, protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact
the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering
this material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other
pertinent information.
1
Includes vegetative moss, which is restricted in CA; CA customers will
receive dry non-viable moss. Vegetative moss cannot be shipped to
Canada.

Time to Reorder
Living Materials?
See pages 54–55.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/changinghabitats.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grade 4
Grades 3–5 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• 10 Student Activity Guides
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to 32
Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can Animals Use Their Senses to Communicate?

Grade 4.
Performance Expectations: 4-LS1-1; 4-LS1-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: 4-PS4-2; 4-PS4-3; 3-5-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: Animals, including humans, use their senses to communicate. In 15 lessons over 20 class sessions,
students investigate how animals and humans use their internal and external structures to sense the world around them, process information, communicate information to others, and react accordingly. Students explore the senses, including how light
travels when we see an object, compare animal eyes, and analyze how their structures support different survival needs. They
explore how the brain processes information through experiencing optical illusions and analyzing data from research into how
birds can learn to avoid distasteful insects. Students investigate how a variety of animals can communicate with each other
using a variety of signals. Animals investigated include live fiddler crabs, nightingales, and humans. In a written assessment,
students model the interactions when a cat sees a mouse. For the science challenge, students analyze data based on testing
with models to construct an argument about which firefly flash patterns would be most effective for finding a mate. Module
includes an order sheet for prepaid delivery of the living organisms.1
517201
1-Use Module Kit
$1,081.95
517204
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$91.95
517201U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,236.95
517204U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$233.95
Time to Reorder
517203
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
Living Materials?
517203SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517225
Spanish Component Bundle
$41.95
See pages 54–55.
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria,
plants, protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact
the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this
material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other
pertinent information.
International Customers: The importation of plants, seed, plant products,
and planting media may be regulated by your country. Before ordering,
check with your governmental officials and, if necessary, provide us
with import permits and other necessary documentation. Phytosanitary
certificates, inspections, and other documentation may be required
and may result in delays and additional charges.
1
Includes fiddler crabs, which cannot be
shipped into WA.
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Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/communication.
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Earthand SpaceScience

Grade 4

What Is Our Evidence That We Live on a Changing Earth?
Grade 4.
Performance Expectations: 4-ESS1-1; 4-ESS2-1; 4-ESS2-2; 4-ESS3-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: 4-PS4-1; 3-5-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: Evidence that we live on a changing Earth is all around us. In 15 lessons over 20 class sessions, students identify,
analyze, and communicate evidence that we live on a changing planet. Students analyze global maps to find patterns in the locations of
Earth features and in the occurrence of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and explain how these two processes cause specific hazards to
humans. Students define problems associated with earthquake shaking. They read about engineering solutions to such problems and design
and test models of earthquake-resistant buildings. Students investigate additional Earth processes that affect the landscape: weathering and
erosion. They consider what clues can be found in rock layers to serve as evidence of past landscapes and use the stories of two locations to
create a database of evidence-landscape connections. In the science challenge, students apply what they have learned to create a museum
exhibit explaining that a variety of forms of evidence tells us that we live on a changing Earth.
517301
1-Use Module Kit
$1,249.95
517304
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$203.95
517301U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,496.95
517304U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$403.95
517303
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
517303SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish
$10.95
517325
Spanish Component Bundle
$41.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria,
plants, protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the
Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other pertinent
information.
International Customers: The importation of plants, seed, plant products,
and planting media may be regulated by your country. Before ordering,
check with your governmental officials and, if necessary, provide us
with import permits and other necessary documentation. Phytosanitary
certificates, inspections, and other documentation may be
required and may result in delays and additional charges.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/earthevidence.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grade 4
Grades 3–5 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• 10 Student Activity Guides
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Does Motion Energy Change in a Collision?
Grade 4.
Performance Expectations: 4-PS3-1; 4-PS3-2; 4-PS3-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 4-LS1-1; 3-5-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: Motion energy can move and change in a collision, but how and what does it change into? In
15 lessons over 20 class sessions, students learn how motion energy can change into heat, light, and sound and
move to another object. Using evidence from collisions, students construct a claim that faster objects have more
motion energy. They carry out an investigation into how the surface affects how far an object slides. They learn
how air can slow objects down and construct an explanation that motion energy causes air to heat up. They learn
that when objects deform, motion energy changes to heat. In focus question four, they learn that a helmet can
protect our brain by changing motion energy to heat. They design a helmet using an egg as a model for the head.
In the science challenge, students apply what they have learned about motion energy to predict how far a moving
washer will move a stationary washer in a game.
517401
1-Use Module Kit
$1,577.95
517404
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$68.95
517401U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,605.95
517404U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$91.95
517403
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
517403SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish
$10.95
517412SP Energy Stations Card Set, Spanish $4.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/collisions.
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EngineeringDesign

Grade 4

How Can We Provide Energy to People’s Homes?
Grade 4.
Performance Expectations: 3-5-ETS1-1; 3-5-ETS1-2; 3-5-ETS1-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 4-PS3-2; 4-PS3-4; 4-ESS3-1
Module Highlight: Renewable energy is the resource of our future. How can we solve the problem of providing this energy to
people’s homes? To solve this problem, students first need to understand how energy moves and changes, the advantages
and disadvantages of different energy resources used to generate electricity, and how to deliver this energy to homes in an
affordable way. In 15 lessons across 20 class sessions, students investigate these questions through a variety of methods
including hands-on investigation, collecting evidence from reading selections, collaborative group research, and design.
Students design a concept for delivering electricity to homes while meeting a monthly electricity bill budget. In the final design
challenge and assessment, students design, build, and test a model house that runs on renewable energy.
517501
1-Use Module Kit
$1,529.95
517504
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$95.95
517501U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,637.95
517504U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$154.95
517503
Student Activity Guide, English $10.95
517503SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517525
Spanish Component Bundle
$22.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (6). Not for children under 3 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/energy.

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grade 5
Energy,
Forces, and
Motion
Grades
3–5 Modules
Include:
Grades 6–8.

• Teacher
and digital)
Unit Guide
Driving(print
Question:
How can I affect the motion of
objects?
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
Performance Expectations: MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2,

• 16 Smithsonian
ScienceMS-PS3-1,
Stories Literacy
Readers
MS-PS2-3, MS-PS2-5,
MS-PS3-2,
MS-PS3-5,

MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4
Unit Highlight: 9 lessons. Students design, refine, and
redesign
a roller
coaster
forSpanish
optimal performance.
As part
• Student
eBook
Access
and
Student Resources
of the unit assessment, students are challenged to apply
their content
knowledge
and science
engineering
• Hands-On
Materials
Kit of Choice
for upand
to 32
Students:
practice skills to design a solution for safely transporting
- 1-Use
Module
fruit in a dynamics car.

• 10 Student Activity Guides

(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
513001 $2,008.95
513004
1-Class Refurbishment Set $60.95
- 3-Use
Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Predict Change in Ecosystems?
Grade 5.
Performance Expectations: 5-LS1-1; 5-LS2-1
Supporting Performance Expectations: 5-PS1-1; 5-PS3-1
Module Highlight: In 15 lessons over 19 class sessions, students explore how plants and animals get the matter and energy they need
to live and grow, how they interact in food webs, how change in one part of an ecosystem can have multiple effects, and how newly
introduced species can become invasive. Students investigate what contributes most of the matter to plant growth and animals’ needs
for matter and energy. By analyzing weight and food intake data, and observing energy transfer from food items, students build the case
that animals get both matter and energy by consuming food. Students trace matter and energy through complex food web interactions
and consider what happens when one component of an ecosystem changes. Students are challenged to analyze data, develop and use
models, and engage in argumentation to make a prediction about which of two coastal locations is likely more susceptible to an invasion
by a nonnative sea squirt. Module includes an order sheet for prepaid delivery of the living organisms.1
517601
1-Use Module Kit
$976.95
517604
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$97.95
517601U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,148.95
Time to Reorder
517604U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$262.95
Living Materials?
517603
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
See pages 54–55.
517603SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517625
Spanish Component Bundle
$55.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (2). Not for children under 8 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.
International Customers: The importation of plants, seed, plant
products, and planting media may be regulated by your country.
Before ordering, check with your governmental officials and, if
necessary, provide us with import permits and other necessary
documentation. Phytosanitary certificates, inspections, and other
documentation may be required and may result in delays and
additional charges.
1
Includes Elodea canadensis, which cannot be shipped to AK or LA;
restricted states will receive compatible plants. Elodea canadensis
also dies off during winter months so we may substitute Elodea najas
or Chara (depending on availability).

Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria,
plants, protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact
the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering
this material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other
pertinent information.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/ecosystems.
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EarthandSpaceScience

Grade 5

How Can We Use the Sky to Navigate?
Grade 5.
Performance Expectations: 5-ESS1-1; 5-ESS1-2
Supporting Performance Expectations: 5-PS2-1; 3-5-ETS1-1
Module Highlight: In 15 lessons over 21 class sessions, students use models and observations to collect evidence that
gravity is directed to the center of a spherical Earth, and that Earth rotates once on an axis every 24 hours. Students
carry out an investigation to determine the times of the year that different constellations are not visible and use the data
to develop a model of Earth revolving around the Sun once a year. After learning the daily and annual patterns of motion
of the Sun and stars, students consider the problem of using those patterns to navigate. Students discover that the altitude of Polaris is the latitude of the observer’s location. Students carry out an investigation to compare two solutions for
finding the altitude of Polaris in the night sky. Finally, students are presented with the sweet potato mystery. Did ancient
Polynesians sail from the Marquesas Islands to Peru and bring back the sweet potato? Students use the sky to navigate
an imaginary boat and use the experience to support an argument about the mystery.
517701
1-Use Module Kit
$1,149.95
517704
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$283.95
517701U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,957.95
517704U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$835.95
517703
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
517703SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517725
Spanish Component Bundle
$46.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/skynavigation.
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grade 5
Grades 3–5 Modules Include:
• Teacher Guide (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Readers
• 10 Student Activity Guides
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student
Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice for up to
32 Students:
- 1-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 1 time)
- 3-Use Module
(with enough materials to teach 1 class, 3 times)

How Can We Identify Materials Based on Their Properties?
Grade 5.
Performance Expectations: 5-PS1-1; 5-PS1-2; 5-PS1-3; 5-PS1-4
Supporting Performance Expectations: 5-LS1-1
Module Highlight: In 15 lessons over 20 class sessions, students learn how they can use properties of materials to
identify them. In the first focus question, they use their senses to compare properties of six solids, including sugar and
cornstarch. They read about how sugar and cornstarch are made by plants and used as food by animals. In the second
focus question, students learn that dissolving and evaporation can be explained by particles. They compare how six
solids behave when mixed with water. In the third focus question, students learn that melting points can be used to
identify solids. They look at the effect of heat on six solids. In the fourth focus question, students record what happens
when six solids are mixed with either iodine or vinegar. They read about how carbon dioxide and water combine to
produce sugar and oxygen in a plant. They weigh cornstarch and iodine before and after mixing and conclude that
weight is conserved in any change. In the science challenge, students apply what they have learned about properties to
identify four unknown solids.
517801
1-Use Module Kit
$1,234.95
517804
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$148.95
517801U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,387.95
517804U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$304.95
517803
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
517803SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/properties.
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EngineeringDesign

Grade 5

How Can We Provide Freshwater to Those in Need?
Grade 5.
Performance Expectations: 3-5-ETS1-1; 3-5-ETS1-2; 3-5-ETS1-3
Supporting Performance Expectations: 5-ESS2-1; 5-ESS2-2; 5-ESS3-1
Module Highlight: Water, water, everywhere, but not a drop to spare! In 15 lessons spanning 20 class sessions, students explore
water scarcity and address the problem of how to get freshwater to those in need. To solve this problem students need to build an
understanding of where the water they need comes from and how little freshwater there is that is actually accessible. How do humans
impact the water that we need, and how have we previously tried to solve the problem of getting freshwater to where it’s needed?
Students investigate these questions through a variety of methods including hands-on investigation, collecting evidence from reading
selections, collaborative group research, and design. Students create and improve a water pump design, design a solution to a water
pollution problem, and design a solution to the water scarcity and water equity problem using existing technologies. In the module
assessment design challenge, students design a solution to solve the problem of providing freshwater to agriculture, industry, the
environment, and housing within their town.
517901
1-Use Module Kit
$1,257.95
517904
1-Use Refurbishment Set
$162.95
517901U3 3-Use Module Kit
$1,524.95
517904U3 3-Use Refurbishment Set
$420.95
517903
Student Activity Guide, English
$10.95
517903SP Student Activity Guide, Spanish $10.95
517925
Spanish Component Bundle
$24.95

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/water.
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™ on

Digital Components to Support 3D Instruction and 3D Assessment
Along with active 3D learning, Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™ thoughtfully integrates digital resources to enhance the teaching
experience for the teacher and the learning experience for students.

Support for Teachers
Everything you need to teach ALL of your students:
• Step-by-step instruction, including guiding questions and
anticipated student responses, remediation, and enrichment
• “Good Thinking” misconception alerts and ELL strategies
at point of use
• 3D assessment by lesson
• Digital resources, available in one place, organized by lesson

Teacher Resource Videos
These short 3- to 4-minute videos provide teachers with
information about what students will be doing and learning
within each lesson, helpful tips for setting up lessons, when
to order living materials, and more.

32
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Support for Students
Digital components can enhance and extend understanding,
support all learners, and provide multiple modalities for learning.

Simulations and Videos:
Extend big ideas about science concepts and phenomena
that go beyond the scope of hands-on materials or literacy.

Student Activity Guides and
Literacy Readers:
Provide easy digital access to procedures and informational
text. Readers include embedded definitions for content
vocabulary development and a toolbar that includes a
highlighter, notes feature, and more.

Lesson Notebook Sheets:
Students record their observations and data digitally.
A toolbar embedded in the Notebook Sheet includes a
stopwatch, clock, notes feature, and more.

Also available
in Spanish!

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Remote Teaching and Learning for Smithsonian
Science for the Classroom™ with SS@HOME
“I still had one that was remote only, if we did something in class that he couldn’t
do, because he couldn’t come to school, it was really nice to have the demonstration
videos because he then still had the opportunity to see it, discuss it, and then when
his family was with him, they could further discuss it, but without having those
videos would [have] completely missed out on any of that participation part.”
Jamie Whitmire
Grade 3 Teacher

Hear more
about Jamie’s
experience and learn
more about SS@HOME.
Visit
www.carolina.com/ssathome

Whether you’re teaching in your classroom or at home, you need to engage your students in
three-dimensional learning and continue to support ELA and math.
SS@HOME maintains the continuity of the module storyline you’re using in the classroom—at
home. A virtual classroom teaching plan includes investigation videos, instructions on using
simulations, and other digital resources to maintain students’ scientific thinking and learning
while they cannot be in the classroom.
Do you currently use Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™? Sign in to your digital content
using your CarolinaScienceOnline.com account. You’ll see you already have access!
Are you considering using Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™? Your purchase of the
program will include SS@HOME. No additional purchase is necessary.
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Get Ready! Professional Learning for
Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™
Learn the ins and outs of Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™—on your schedule—through online videos, webinars, and chats
with Carolina’s consultants and educational trainers.

3 Steps to Get Ready!
Professional Learning
Step 1.
Tell Me About It! Teacher Tips
These bite-sized, on-demand videos tell you more
about the program, help prepare you for implementation training, and get new teachers up to speed.

Step 2.
Get Informed! Digital Library
Access a continually growing library of in-depth unitspecific and topic-specific webinars and videos that
aim to give you a better understanding of the program
and pedagogy.

Step 3.
I’ve Been Wondering! Follow-Up Webinars
Once you and your students begin using Smithsonian
Science for the Classroom™, questions may arise. Use
our customized webinars and conference calls to pose
your district’s unique, in-depth questions to Carolina’s
consultants.
We know there may be difficulties when scheduling onsite training for your new science program. Get Ready!
Professional Learning has the flexibility to meet your
implementation needs. These materials can be used:
• Independently by teachers for self-study
• In faculty meetings, PLCs, or planning team meetings for collaborative learning among educators

Get started with Get Ready!
Professional Learning today. Visit
www.carolina.com/SSgetready

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Connect
directly to the
3 dimensions
of the NGSS

Setting the Standard in 3D
Learning and 3D Assessment
in Middle School
With three-dimensional instruction that goes beyond
the Next Generation Science Standards*, STCMS™ is
setting the standard in 3D learning and 3D assessment:
• Coherent storylines
• Proven results
• Teacher support

The NGSS Are Clear: Students Need Hands-On Experiences

Grades 6–8

STC Middle School™ Learning Framework
LIFEScience

EARTHand SPACEScience

PHYSICALScience

Ecosystems and
Their Interactions

Weather and Climate
Systems

Energy, Forces,
and Motion

Structure and Function

Earth’s Dynamic
Systems

Matter and Its
Interactions

Genes and Molecular Machines

Space Systems
Exploration

Electricity, Waves, and
Information Transfer

Why Are Honey Bees Disappearing?

Research
Modules

What Evidence Suggests Similarities Among Organisms?
How Can We Use Technology to Monitor Aquatic Ecosystems?

Smithsonian’s programs are recognized and recommended as a STEM program. Visit STEMworks.WestEd.org.
*Next Generation Science Standards® is a registered trademark of WestEd. Neither WestEd nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the
production of these products, and do not endorse them.
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New! Remote
teaching and
learning with
STCMS@HOME

With STCMS™, there’s
no need to purchase
lab equipment separately.
Everything you need—
print, digital, and
lab materials—
is in one package.

Matter and Its Interactions 1-Class Unit Kit

(see page 41)

Now Available!

Need Spanish student guides in print?
We have them!

Each STC Middle School unit features:

I S B N 978-1-4350-2014-6

9

781435 020146

Smithsonian

Science Education Center

90000

2700 York Road
Burlington, NC 27215-3398
+1.800.334.5551
www.carolina.com

901 D Street, SW
Suite 704-B
Washington, DC 20024
www.ssec.si.edu

SSE_SG cvr_2018.indd 1

Energía, fuerzas y movimiento

Smithsonian

90000

781435 014275

STC3

Science Education Center
2700 York Road
Burlington, NC 27215-3398
+1.800.334.5551
www.carolina.com

I S B N 978-1-4350-1447-3

90000

Prácticas
901 D Street, SW SuiteP
704-B de ciencia e ingeniería
Washington, DC 20024 IIdeas centrales para la enseñanza
CConceptos transversales
www.ssec.si.edu
9

781435 014473

Smithsonian

Science Education Center

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTSTM

EDUCACIÓN MEDIA

Genes y máquinas moleculares

STC3

PPrácticas de ciencia e ingeniería
IIdeas centrales para la enseñanza
CConceptos transversales

15/05/18 10:13 PM

Space Systems Exploration
Student Activity Guide,
Spanish

(see page 48)

Smithsonian Programs
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Smithsonian

¿Por qué algunos niños se parecen a sus padres pero otros no? ¿Cómo determinamos
CIENCE AND T
ECHNOLOGY
CONCEPTSTM vivos
qué características pasarán de una generación a la Ssiguiente?
Todos
los organismos
EDUCACIÓN
se reproducen y pasan sus características a sus crías. Al
entender cómo se heredan estas
MEDIA
características, los seres humanos pueden influir en las características de los organismos.
El Smithsonian Science Education Center presenta Genes y máquinas moleculares,
una unidad del currículo STC3 diseñada desde la base para estar alineada con la Nueva
Generación de Normas Científicas. Cada una de las lecciones incorpora prácticas de ciencia
e ingeniería, ideas centrales para la enseñanza y conceptos transversales. Únete a nosotros
para recopilar evidencia y hacer predicciones acerca de la reproducción y la herencia.

Genes y máquinas moleculares

• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice:
- 1-Class Kit (with enough materials for up to 32 students)
- 5-Class Kit (with enough materials for up to 160 students)

901 D Street, SW
Suite 704-B
Washington, DC 20024
www.ssec.si.edu

Exploración de sistemas espaciales

Genes y máquinas moleculares

Science Education Center

Energía, fuerzas y movimiento

Science Education Center
2700 York Road
Burlington, NC 27215-3398
800.334.5551
www.carolina.com

Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Exploración de sistemas espaciales

Smithsonian

• 16 Hardbound Student Guides

SSEC

• Access to Carolina Science Online®
- Teacher edition eBook access
- Student sheets and lesson masters in English and Spanish
- Student guide eBook access in English and Spanish

¡Es hora de comenzar a moverse! El movimiento es parte de nuestra vida diaria:
viajar en un automóvil, practicar un deporte, incluso dejar caer una moneda. El
Smithsonian Science Education Center presenta Energía, fuerzas y movimiento,
laCIENCE
baseAND
para
estar alineada
con
una unidad del currículo STC3 diseñada desde S
TM la Nueva
TECHNOLOGY
CONCEPTS
Generación de Normas Científicas. Cada una EDUCACIÓN
de las lecciones incorpora
prácticas de
MEciencia e ingeniería, ideas centrales para la enseñanza DIA
y conceptos transversales.
Esta unidad relaciona la física newtoniana con objetos que ruedan, caen y chocan.
Acompáñanos mientras planificamos investigaciones y diseñamos soluciones para
explorar la energía, las fuerzas y el movimiento.

SSEC

Energía, fuerzas y movimiento

Exploración de sistemas espaciales

El cielo nocturno muestra cambios en el aspecto de la Luna, miles de millones
de estrellas brillantes y, en ocasiones, otros planetas. Nuestro hogar, la
Tierra, es una parte extremadamente pequeña de un universo en continua
expansión. Entender la gravedad y sus efectos dentro del universo nos
permite explicar fenómenos en nuestro planeta y explorar qué existe más
allá. El Smithsonian Science Education Center presenta Exploración de
sistemas espaciales, una unidad del currículo STC3 diseñada completamente
para estar alineada con los estándares de ciencia de la próxima generación.
Las prácticas de ciencia e ingeniería, las ideas centrales para la enseñanza y
los conceptos transversales se integran en cada lección. ¡Te invitamos a usar
modelos y a crear explicaciones sobre nuestro increíble universo!

SSEC

• Teacher Edition (print and digital) that offers support for educators
transitioning to NGSS

Energy, Forces, and Motion Genes and Molecular Machines
Student Activity Guide,
Student Activity Guide,
Spanish
Spanish

(see page 41)

(see page 45)
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Concept Storyline

Coherent Storylines

Unit Driving Question: How can I affect the motion of objects?
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment: Let’s Get Moving
Focus Question: What do you know about energy, forces,
and motion?
Students perform short, simple investigations that evaluate
their existing knowledge of one or more concepts related
to energy, forces, and motion. Students observe collisions,
construct and analyze graphs, predict changes in motion,
and model energy changes. Students also plan and carry out
their own procedures and use engineering design skills to
construct a balloon rocket.

STCMS™ coherent storylines:
• Build toward students answering a question or
solving a problem
• Follow a conceptual progression that deepens student
understanding as it builds from lesson to lesson
• Engage students’ curiosity and drive student learning
using lesson Focus Questions

Lesson 2: Force, Velocity, and Acceleration
Focus Question: Why do objects speed up, slow down,
or change direction?
Students observe the motion of a rolling ball and investigate
how mass and different surfaces affect its speed. Students
consider how forces are involved in the ball’s motion and
predict how rolling a ball up or down an inclined plane will
affect its speed. Students also investigate how mass relates
to weight and prepare a graph showing the relationship.
Lesson 3: Magnetic Forces
Focus Question: How can magnets affect motion?
Students organize prior knowledge about magnets and
magnetism and then distinguish between magnetic
and nonmagnetic materials. Students plan and conduct
investigations to determine how the force of a magnetic
field is affected by magnet strength and distance from
the magnet.
Lesson 4: Newton’s First and Second Laws
Focus Question: How can we predict if the motion of
an object will change or stay the same?
Students are introduced to Newton’s first and second laws
and apply their understanding to the motion of a dynamics
car. Students plan investigations, predict the motion of a car,
and construct explanations using evidence gathered during
their investigations.

Teacher Testimonial
“The logical progression of the lessons really
helps my students understand the big picture,
the larger question. The more ‘ah-ha’s’ I hear,
the more I know they’re understanding.”
Janelle
Grade 6 Teacher, WA

Lesson 5: Kinetic and Gravitational Potential Energy
Focus Question: How can gravity affect the motion of
objects on Earth?
Students are introduced to gravitational potential energy and
use a ball falling into sand to investigate how the mass or
height of an object relates to potential and kinetic energy.
Students develop a model to describe the energy of a system
and use experimental evidence to support the claim that an
energy transfer is responsible for changes in kinetic energy.

Lesson 6: Newton’s Third Law
Focus Question: How would a ball move if you threw it
in space?
Students are introduced to Newton’s third law and use a
battery-powered fan to determine the effects of balanced
and unbalanced forces on the motion of a (dynamics) car.
Students draw diagrams showing action-reaction force
pairs and then apply Newton’s third law to move a tennis
ball in an engineering design challenge.
Lesson 7: Collisions
Focus Question: What happens to energy when two
objects collide?
Students predict the motion of a dynamics car following a
collision with a car of the same mass and a car of a different
mass. Students apply the law of conservation of energy to
explain energy transfer during a collision, develop a model to
describe the total energy of the system, and apply Newton’s
three laws to explain the outcome of a collision.
Lesson 8: Transforming Energy
Focus Question: How do energy transformations inform
the design of a roller coaster?
Students use foam pipe insulation to build a basic roller
coaster that transforms gravitational potential energy
into kinetic energy and can be used to test roller coaster
design elements. Next, students construct a roller coaster
that accomplishes a design challenge by defining criteria
and constraints, evaluating competing design solutions,
and testing and refining designs to optimize roller coaster
performance.
Lesson 9: Assessment: Energy, Forces and Motion
Focus Question: How do people use an understanding of
energy, forces, and motion to make predictions and design
tools that make the world safe, enjoyable, and accessible?
The unit concludes with a two-part assessment. The first
part is a Performance Assessment, in which students
demonstrate their content knowledge and science and
engineering skills to design a solution for transporting
plastic fruit in a dynamics car without it falling off the
vehicle. In the second part, students complete a Written
Assessment covering the performance expectations,
disciplinary core ideas, crosscutting concepts, and science
and engineering practices covered in this unit.

Every lesson
builds on the
previous lesson.
STCMS concept
storylines pave the
way to student
understanding.

Tab 1 / Unit Overview and Lesson Planner

9

Proven Results
For more than 30 years, the Smithsonian Science Education Center has built inquiry science programs that work. Smithsonian programs
offer research-based instructional methods that:
• Raise test scores in science, reading, and math
• Teach dynamic lessons that integrate science and engineering content at every grade
• Integrate science content and literacy while drawing upon the Smithsonian’s research, scientists, and world-class collections

Science Scores Increased

*Statically significant results
LASER group

Math Scores Increased

Reading Scores Increased

#Educationally meaningful results
Comparison group
Find out more.
Download the complete LASER i3 results: ssec.si.edu/our-results
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Lesson

Teacher Support

Kinetic and Potential Energy

Alignment to Next Generation Science Standards
•

MS-PS3-1: Construct and interpret graphical
displays of data to describe the relationships of
kinetic energy to the mass of an object and to
the speed of an object.

•

MS-PS3-2: Develop a model to describe that
when the arrangement of objects interacting
at a distance changes, different amounts of
potential energy are stored in the system.

•

MS-PS3-5: Construct, use, and present
arguments to support the claim that when the
kinetic energy of an object changes, energy is
transferred to or from the object.

Investigation 5.2 addresses the NGSS performance
expectation MS-PS3-1 as students describe the
relationships of kinetic energy to the mass of an
object and to the speed of an object and construct
and interpret graphical displays of data.
Both Investigations 5.1 and 5.2 address NGSS
performance expectation MS-PS3-2 because
students need to plan and develop a model
to describe when the arrangement of objects
interacting at a distance changes, different amounts
of potential energy are stored in the system.
In addition, these investigations support NGSS
performance expectation MS-PS3-5 in that students
must account for how kinetic energy increases and
then decreases during their investigation. In both
investigations, potential energy is transformed into
kinetic energy and is then transferred to the sand
when the ball comes to a stop.

63e

Investigations 5.1 and 5.2 align to the science
and engineering practices of developing and using
models and planning and carrying out investigations
because students are responsible for developing
their plan, using a model, and then carrying out
the investigations. During data analysis, students
see that scientific knowledge is based on empirical
evidence. After both investigations, students evaluate
and communicate their derived information. Also,
for both investigations, students were involved in
constructing explanations and designing solutions.
The models they developed were in response
to designing a solution that would explain the
relationship between mass and weight and model
gravitational potential and kinetic energies,
respectively.
Investigations 5.1 and 5.2 also support the
crosscutting concepts of cause and effect as
students observe changes in mass affect weight,
gravitational potential, and kinetic energies. They
construct and observe systems and system models.
Students use their models to demonstrate stability
and change. With the support of Building Your
Knowledge readings and Reflecting On What
You’ve Done activities, students understand that
matter has energy and changes to matter (in terms
of position and mass) can affect stability and types
of energy.

STCMS™ offers innovative instruction for 3D learning and 3D assessments.
• Engage your students in investigations that center on 3D tasks, phenomena,
and problem-solving
• Assess student understanding using a three-dimensional system that
includes pre-assessment, formative assessment, student self-assessment,
and a summative written assessment and performance assessment,
accompanied by 3D scoring rubrics
• Benefit from lesson-by-lesson correlations, common misconception support,
point-of-use teacher tips, and @HOME teaching resources as you transition
to NGSS and 3D instruction and 3D assessment
• Find additional teacher support through STCMS™ Get Ready! Professional
Learning

3D Assessment in STCMS™
A good assessment system positions students for success on any external
assessment that is well aligned to NGSS. A great assessment system goes
further, providing a coherent structure of classroom-based assessments that
give powerful information to inform not only teacher instruction, but also
student learning.

STCMS™ / Energy, Forces, and Motion

The Smithsonian’s STCMS system includes:
• Pre-assessment
• Multiple forms of formative assessment in each lesson, including Exit Slips
• Powerful self-assessment for students
• Summative assessment—performance and written components targeting
the full range of the unit’s concepts and practices
• Unit-specific NGSS rubrics to assess three-dimensional learning
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grades 6–8

Energy, Forces, and Motion

All Unit Kits Include:
• Teacher Edition (print and digital)
• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®
• 16 Hardbound Student Guides
• Student eBook Access and Spanish Student Resources
• Hands-On Materials Kit of Choice:
- 1-Class Kit
(with enough materials for up to 32 students)
- 5-Class Kit
(with enough materials for up to 160 students)

Unit Driving Question: How can I affect the motion of objects?
Performance Expectations: MS-PS2-1; MS-PS2-2; MS-PS2-3; MS-PS2-5;
MS-PS3-1; MS-PS3-2; MS-PS3-5; MS-ETS1-1; MS-ETS1-2; MS-ETS1-3;
MS-ETS1-4
Unit Highlight: 9 lessons. Students design, refine, and redesign a
roller coaster for optimal performance. As part of the unit assessment,
students are challenged to apply their content knowledge and science and
engineering practice skills to design a solution for safely transporting fruit in
a dynamics car. .
513001
1-Class Unit Kit
Each $2,008.95
513004
1-Class Refurbishment Set Each
$60.95
513001U5 5-Class Unit Kit
Each $2,120.95
513004U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set Each
$102.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (2, 6). Not for children under 8 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Energy, Forces, and Motion.
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PhysicalScience

Grades 6–8

Matter and Its Interactions
Unit Driving Question: How do matter and its interactions affect everyday life?
Performance Expectations: MS-PS1-1; MS-PS1-2; MS-PS1-3; MS-PS1-4;
MS-PS1-5; MS-PS1-6; MS-PS3-4; ETS1-1; ETS1-2; ETS1-3; ETS1-4
Unit Highlight: Keeping drinks cool, warming up hands in the cold, curing
headaches and making salad dressing: Chemistry is such a part of our lives that
we forget it’s there! Students record what they already know about (but maybe
never really thought about) matter and how it changes. They use this backbone
to build new knowledge so that by the end of the unit, students can engineer
an eco- and pet-friendly cold pack based on what they have learned about
chemistry.
513201
1-Class Unit Kit
$1,963.95
513204
1-Class Refurbishment Set
$325.95
513201U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$2,775.95
513204U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $1,134.95

More About STCMS™
Smithsonian’s STCMS™ Puts Real-World
and Experiential Phenomena in
Students’ Hands Every Day
STCMS™ creates connections to phenomena through:
• Focus questions and lesson introductions that spark
curiosity about real-world phenomena
• Phenomena-rich investigations and meaningful
engineering design challenges
• Nonfiction literacy to support phenomena with
real-world connections to science content
Need More?
Additional Printed Student Guides in English and
Spanish, and Licensing
513003
513003SP
513003E32
513203
513203SP
513203E32

Energy, Forces, and Motion,
English, Each
$29.95
Energy, Forces, and Motion,
Spanish, Each
$29.95
Energy, Forces, and Motion
eBook, Pack of 32
$800.00
Matter and Its Interactions,
English, Each
$29.95
Matter and Its Interactions,
Spanish, Each
$29.95
Matter and Its Interactions
eBook, Pack of 32
$800.00

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Matter and Its Interactions.
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

PhysicalScience

Grades 6–8

Electricity, Waves, and Information Transfer, ©2018

Energy, Forces, and Motion
All Unit
Kits Include:
Grades 6–8.
• Teacher
Edition Question:
(print and How
digital)
Unit Driving
can I affect the motion of

objects?
Performance Expectations: MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2,
MS-PS2-3, MS-PS2-5,
MS-PS3-1, MS-PS3-2, MS-PS3-5,
• 16 Hardbound
Student Guides
MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4
• Student
Access
and Spanish
Resources
Unit eBook
Highlight:
9 lessons.
Students Student
design, refine,
and
redesign a roller coaster for optimal performance. As part
• Hands-On
Materials
Kit
of
Choice:
of the unit assessment, students are challenged to apply
their content
- 1-Class
Kit knowledge and science and engineering
practice skills to design a solution for safely transporting
(with enough materials for up to 32 students)
fruit in a dynamics car.

• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®

- 5-Class
513001Kit $2,008.95
(with
enough1-Class
materials
for up to 160
513004
Refurbishment
Set students)
$60.95

Unit Driving Question: How do the properties of electricity and waves influence the
technology of information transfer?
Performance Expectations: MS-LS1-8; MS-PS2-3; MS-PS2-5; MS-PS3-3; MS-PS3-4;
MS-PS3-5; MS-PS4-1; MS-PS4-2; MS-PS4-3; MS-ETS1-1; MS-ETS1-2; MS-ETS1-3;
MS-ETS1-4
Unit Highlight: 14 lessons. How can people send messages across great distances? How
can they send secret messages? It’s the science and engineering behind your students’
favorite pastime! Starting with analyzing circuits and waves, students identify relationships
between energy, information, and how information is stored. Students analyze how waves
are used in the world, including GPS, the brain, and medical technologies. Students
conclude the unit by engineering a touchscreen device, applying what they learned about
waves and energy transfer.
512821
1-Class Unit Kit
$3,505.95
512824
1-Class Refurbishment Set $108.95
512821U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$3,549.95
512824U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $153.95

Using the previous edition of this unit?
Contact us (curriculum@carolina.com) to learn more about upgrading.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Electricity, Waves, and Information Transfer (2018).
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LifeScience

Grades 6–8

More About STCMS™
Smithsonian’s STCMS™ Supports Teachers
Transitioning to the New Standards
Ecosystems
and
™ Their
Smithsonian’s
STCMS
Teacher Edition provides:
Interactions
• Lesson-by-lesson
NGSS alignment that illustrates
Grades 6–8.
how
lesson
addresses
3 dimensions
Uniteach
Driving
Question:
How do the
organ-

Ecosystems and Their Interactions
Unit Driving Question: How do organisms interact with one another and their
environments?
Performance Expectations: MS-LS1-5; MS-LS1-6; MS-LS2-1; MS-LS2-2; MS-LS2-3;
MS-LS2-4; MS-LS2-5; MS-LS4-4; MS-LS4-6; MS-ESS3-3; MS-ETS1-1; MS-ETS1-2
Unit Highlight: 11 lessons. As the unit opens, pond ecosystems and butterfly
ecosystems provide the launching pad for learning how various elements of systems
interact. Students build models and work with simulations to learn how the food web,
predation, genetics, and the energy pyramid affect ecosystems. By the end of the unit,
students apply their learning to timely issues such as invasive species, runoff and its
impact on drinking water, and landslides. Unit includes order sheets for prepaid delivery
of the living organisms.1, 2
513601
1-Class Unit Kit
$2,534.95
513604
1-Class Refurbishment Set
$559.95
513601U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$4,112.95
513604U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $1,795.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants, protozoa, insects, and other
animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this
material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other pertinent information.
1
Includes wheat seed and Chara. Export orders may need phytosanitary certificates, inspections, and other
documentation, which may result in additional fees and delays.
2
Includes dwarf African frogs, which cannot be shipped into AK and VA. Restricted states will be shipped
guppies. Should not be shipped over a weekend. Carolina recommends that you request your order to arrive
on a Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday to avoid weekend shipping.

isms interact with one another and their

• Unit-specific
environments? rubrics to assess three-dimensional
learning
Performance Expectations: MS-LS15, MS-LS1-6, MS-LS2-1, MS-LS2-2,

• Clearly
identified
connections
to ELA and
MS-LS2-3,
MS-LS2-4,
MS-LS2-5,
mathematics
standards
at the MSbeginning of
MS-LS4-4, MS-LS4-6,
MS-ESS3-3,
ETS1-1,
MS-ETS1-2
each
lesson
Unit Highlight: 11 lessons. As the unit

Needopens,
More?
pond ecosystems and butterfly
ecosystems
provideStudent
the launching
pad for
Additional
Printed
Guides
in English and
learning how various elements of systems
Spanish,
and
Licensing
interact. Students build models and work

512823
Electricity,
Waves,how
andthe
Information
with simulations
to learn
food Transfer,
web, predation,
genetics,
the energy
©2018,
English,and
Each
$29.95
pyramid affect ecosystems. By the end of
512823SP
Electricity, Waves, and Information Transfer,
the unit, students apply their learning to
©2018,
Each species,
$29.95
timely issues
suchSpanish,
as invasive
512823E32
and Information
runoff andElectricity,
its impactWaves,
on drinking
water, Transfer
eBook,
©2018,
Pack
of 32
and landslides.
Unit
includes
order
sheets $800.00
513603
for prepaidEcosystems
delivery ofand
theTheir
livingInteractions,
organisms.1, 2 English, Each
$29.95
513603SP
513601 Ecosystems
$2,534.95and Their Interactions,
$29.95
513604 Spanish,
1-Class Each
Refurbishment Set
513603E32 Ecosystems and Their Interactions
eBook, Pack of 32
$800.00
Time to Reorder Living Materials?
See pages 54–55.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Ecosystems and Their Interactions.
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

LifeScience

Grades 6–8
Energy, Forces, and Motion
All Unit
Kits Include:
Grades 6–8.
• Teacher
and How
digital)
Unit Edition
Driving (print
Question:
can I affect the motion of

objects?
Performance Expectations: MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2,
MS-PS2-3, MS-PS2-5,
MS-PS3-1, MS-PS3-2, MS-PS3-5,
• 16 Hardbound
Student Guides
MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4
• Student
Access
and Spanish
Resources
Unit eBook
Highlight:
9 lessons.
Students Student
design, refine,
and
redesign a roller coaster for optimal performance. As part
• Hands-On
Materials
Kit
of
Choice:
of the unit assessment, students are challenged to apply
their content
- 1-Class
Kit knowledge and science and engineering
practice skills to design a solution for safely transporting
(with enough materials for up to 32 students)
fruit in a dynamics car.

• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®

- 5-Class
513001Kit $2,008.95
(with
enough1-Class
materials
for up to 160
513004
Refurbishment
Set students)
$60.95

Structure and Function
Unit Driving Question: How do the structure and function of organisms contribute to their survival?
Performance Expectations: MS-LS1-1; MS-LS1-2; MS-LS1-3; MS-LS1-6; MS-LS1-7; MS-LS1-8;
MS-LS4-2; MS-LS4-3
Unit Highlight: 8 lessons. It’s the deadly leaves of a Venus flytrap. Or the startling camouflage techniques
of a brilliant octopus. Earth’s diverse array of creatures and plants have unique structures that assist our
common quest for survival. Starting at the cellular level for plants and animals, students learn about cells
and how those cells work in systems to contribute to survival. Students investigate how photosynthesis and
cellular respiration drive the flow of energy and matter in an organism. A close investigation of the nervous
system and a frog dissection show the interdependence of organs and their systems. At the end of the unit,
students research unique systems of organisms—who knew hippos can sweat their own sunscreen? Unit
includes order sheets for prepaid delivery of the living organisms.1
513401
1-Class Unit Kit
$2,507.95
513404
1-Class Refurbishment Set
$356.95
513401U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$3,300.95
513404U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $1,122.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants, protozoa, insects, and other animals) into HI is restricted.
Contact the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before ordering this material, and if necessary, provide us with import
permits and other pertinent information.
1
Includes Elodea, which cannot be shipped into AK, AL, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, NH, NY, OH, OR, VT, WA, and WI. Restricted states will be
shipped compatible plants. Canadian customers must apply for a Canada Department of Agriculture permit.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Structure and Function.
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LifeScience

Grades 6–8

Genes and Molecular Machines
Unit Driving Question: How has human understanding of inheritance allowed us
to influence change in biodiversity?
Performance Expectations: MS-LS1-1; MS-LS1-4; MS-LS3-1; MS-LS3-2;
MS-LS4-4; MS-LS4-5; MS-LS4-6
Unit Highlight: 11 lessons. Beginning at the cellular level, students explore the
different ways that organisms reproduce and what that means for their genetics.
Students learn how traits are passed from one generation to the next as they
study zebra fish, plants, protists, and humans. By the end of the unit, students
create their own “creatures” with unique characteristics and follow those traits
to their offspring to learn about inheritance. Using Punnett squares, DNA, and
mutations, they predict future generations. Unit includes order sheets for prepaid
delivery of the living organisms.1, 2, 3, 4
513301
1-Class Unit Kit
$2,654.95
513304
1-Class Refurbishment Set
$526.95
513301U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$3,702.95
513304U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $1,431.95
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants, protozoa, insects, and
other animals) into HI is restricted. Contact the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (808.832.0566) before
ordering this material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and other pertinent information.
1
Includes GloFish® fluorescent fish, which are licensed under one or more United States patents.
Reproduction (breeding) of GloFish® is permitted only for educational use by teachers and students
in bona fide educational institutions; however, any sale, barter, or trade of the offspring from such
reproduction is strictly prohibited.
2
Includes Casper Fish™, which are intended for non-commercial, internal research and educational
purposes only. The sale, lease, license, or other transfer of the Casper Fish™ to a for-profit organization,
uses of the Casper Fish™ by any organization, including Recipient, to perform contract research,
to screen compound libraries, to produce or manufacture products for general sale, or to conduct
research activities that result in any sale, lease, license, or transfer of the Casper Fish™ to a for-profit
organization are strictly prohibited. However, industrially sponsored academic research shall not
be considered a use of the Casper Fish™ for commercial purposes per se, unless any of the above
conditions are met. Customers seeking to use the Casper Fish™ for commercial purposes should
contact the Technology and Innovation Development Office of Children’s Hospital Boston.
3
Includes Wisconsin Fast Plants® seed. Export orders may need phytosanitary certificates, inspections,
and other documentation. This may result in additional fees and delays.
4
Includes onion bulblets, which are available October through June.

More About STCMS™
STCMS™ Supports College and
Career Readiness and 21st-Century Skills
Smithsonian’s STCMS™ provides:
• Unit-specific workforce applications that
feature primary careers that relate to content
• Investigations during which students work
collaboratively and cooperatively to complete
tasks and design challenges
• Investigations that integrate science and
engineering practices and encourage peer discourse
Need More?
Additional Printed Student Guides in English and
Spanish, and Licensing
513403
513403SP
513403E32
513303
513303SP
513303E32

Structure and Function,
English, Each
Structure and Function,
Spanish, Each
Structure and Function
eBook, Pack of 32
Genes and Molecular Machines,
English, Each
Genes and Molecular Machines,
Spanish, Each
Genes and Molecular Machines
eBook, Pack of 32

$29.95
$29.95
$800.00
$29.95
$29.95
$800.00

Time to Reorder Living Materials?
See pages 54–55.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Genes and Molecular Machines.
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Earthand SpaceScience

Grades 6–8
Energy, Forces, and Motion
All Unit
Kits Include:
Grades 6–8.
• Teacher
Edition Question:
(print and How
digital)
Unit Driving
can I affect the motion of

objects?
Performance Expectations: MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2,
MS-PS2-3, MS-PS2-5,
MS-PS3-1, MS-PS3-2, MS-PS3-5,
• 16 Hardbound
Student Guides
MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4
• Student
Access
and Spanish
Resources
Unit eBook
Highlight:
9 lessons.
Students Student
design, refine,
and
redesign a roller coaster for optimal performance. As part
• Hands-On
Materials
Kit
of
Choice:
of the unit assessment, students are challenged to apply
their content
- 1-Class
Kit knowledge and science and engineering
practice skills to design a solution for safely transporting
(with enough materials for up to 32 students)
fruit in a dynamics car.

• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®

- 5-Class
513001Kit $2,008.95
(with
enough1-Class
materials
for up to 160
513004
Refurbishment
Set students)
$60.95

Weather and Climate Systems
Grades 6–8.
Unit Driving Question: How can data be used to understand weather and climate?
Performance Expectations: MS-ESS2-4; MS-ESS2-5; MS-ESS2-6; MS-ESS3-2;
MS-ESS3-4; MS-ESS3-5; MS-PS3-4; ETS1-1; ETS1-2
Unit Highlight: Will tomorrow’s blizzard warrant a shutdown of schools and
businesses or be a minor inconvenience? How do we know? Applying what they
already know about weather and climate to the interaction of the Earth, oceans, and
the atmosphere, students study storms, winds, hurricanes, and tornadoes. They model
the water cycle, the collision of air masses to visualize these effects. Students design
a solution to minimize the impact of a storm surge. By the end of the unit, students
use data sets to predict the weather and make evidence-based claims.
513101
1-Class Unit Kit
$3,035.95
513104
1-Class Refurbishment Set $246.95
513101U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$3,604.95
513104U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $618.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (2). Not for children under 8 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Weather and Climate Systems.
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Earthand SpaceScience

Grades 6–8

More About STCMS™
STCMS™ Provides Powerful Assessment
Every Step of the Way
The STCMS assessment system ensures you have a
handle on student understanding and know whether
each student has the NGSS background needed for
high school. The Smithsonian’s STCMS includes:
• Pre-assessment
• Multiple forms of formative assessment in each
lesson, including Exit Slips to inform teacher
instruction
• Powerful self-assessment for students

Earth’s Dynamic Systems
Unit Driving Question: How do the dynamic systems of Earth change its
surface?
Performance Expectations: MS-LS4-1; MS-ESS1-4; MS-ESS2-1; MS-ESS2-2;
MS-ESS2-3; MS-ESS3-1; MS-ESS3-2; MS-ETS1-1; MS-ETS1-2; MS-ETS1-3;
MS-ETS1-4
Unit Highlight: 12 lessons. How did that aquatic fossil end up on the top of that
mountain? Students learn about gradual processes (erosion, deposition, plate
motion, and fossilization) and catastrophic events (earthquakes, volcanoes)
and how they contribute to changes on the earth’s surface. Students track the
transfer of energy, build models, and investigate mineral resources. Students
conclude the unit with research on preparedness for catastrophic events. Are we
ready for “The Big One”?
513501
1-Class Unit Kit
$3,537.95
513504
1-Class Refurbishment Set
$714.95
513501U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$4,607.95
513504U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $1,790.95
/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (1, 2). Not for children under 8 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

• Summative assessment—performance and written
components targeting the full range of the unit’s
concepts and practices
• Unit-specific NGSS rubrics to assess
three-dimensional learning
Need More?
Additional Printed Student Guides in English and
Spanish, and Licensing
513103

513103SP
513103E32
513503
513503SP
513503E32

Weather and Climate Systems,
English, Each
$29.95
Weather and Climate Systems,
Spanish, Each
$29.95
Weather and Climate Systems
eBook, Pack of 32
$800.00
Earth’s Dynamic Systems,
English, Each
$29.95
Earth’s Dynamic Systems,
Spanish, Each
$29.95
Earth’s Dynamic Systems
eBook, Pack of 32
$800.00

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Earth’s Dynamic Systems.
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Smithsonian

Science Education Center

Earthand SpaceScience

Grades 6–8
Energy, Forces, and Motion
All Unit
Kits Include:
Grades 6–8.
• Teacher
Edition Question:
(print andHow
digital)
Unit Driving
can I affect the motion of

objects?
Performance Expectations: MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2,
MS-PS2-3, MS-PS2-5,
MS-PS3-1, MS-PS3-2, MS-PS3-5,
• 16 Hardbound
Student Guides
MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4
• Student
Access
and Spanish
Resources
Unit eBook
Highlight:
9 lessons.
Students Student
design, refine,
and
redesign a roller coaster for optimal performance. As part
• Hands-On
Materials
Kit
of
Choice:
of the unit assessment, students are challenged to apply
their content
- 1-Class
Kit knowledge and science and engineering
practice skills to design a solution for safely transporting
(with enough materials for up to 32 students)
fruit in a dynamics car.

• Teacher Access to Carolina Science Online®

- 5-Class
513001Kit$2,008.95
(with
enough1-Class
materials
for up to 160
513004
Refurbishment
Set students)
$60.95

Space Systems Exploration, ©2018
Unit Driving Question: What can we observe and learn about the universe
from our earthly perspective?
Performance Expectations: MS-ESS1-1; MS-ESS1-2; MS-ESS1-3; MS-PS2-4;
MS-ETS1-1; MS-ETS1-2
Unit Highlight: 12 lessons. Using physical and mathematical models and data
analysis, students develop a thorough understanding of the Sun-Earth-Moon
system and our entire solar system. They apply what they learn to investigate
the criteria and constraints involved with space exploration. As part of the unit
assessment, students use those criteria and constraints to engineer a solution
to human habitation on another celestial body.
512921
1-Class Unit Kit
$2,127.95
512924
1-Class Refurbishment Set
$60.95
512921U5 5-Class Unit Kit
$2,197.95
512924U5 5-Class Refurbishment Set $146.95

Need More?
Additional Printed Student Guides in English and
Spanish, and Licensing
512923
512923SP
512923E32

Space Systems Exploration, ©2018,
English, Each
Space Systems Exploration, ©2018,
Spanish, Each
Space Systems Exploration, ©2018,
eBook, Pack of 32

$29.95
$29.95
$800.00

/!\ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD (2, 6). Not for children under 8 yrs.
/!\ For full cautionary statements, see page i.

Using the previous edition of this unit?
Contact us (curriculum@carolina.com) to learn more about upgrading.

Preview digital resources for this module at
ScienceEducation.si.edu/STCMS, select Space Systems Exploration (2018).
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STC Middle School™ Research Modules
Whether you’re completing an integrated science curriculum or looking for enrichment or remediation, these modules offer:
• 2–3 weeks of phenomenon-driven investigations, supported by rich digital resources, including simulations and videos, that utilize
SEPs and CCCs to obtain, evaluate, and communicate information
• Immersion in research, during which students think and work like real scientists and engineers to explain real-world phenomena
and construct solutions to contemporary problems
• Human-impact and human-interest topics that are perfect for summer school, STEM programs, and end-of-year projects

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
CONCEPTSTM
MIDDLE
SCHOO
L

TM

CONCEPTS
ECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE AND T
SCHOOL
MIDDLE

ney Bees Di
Why Are Ho

sappearing?

Why Are Ho
ney Bees Di
sappearin

g?

Student Guide

Teacher Edition

Modules Include:
• Teacher Edition
• 16 Student Guides
• Digital Access to Carolina Science Online®

Why Are Honey Bees Disappearing?
Grades 6–8.
Unit Driving Question: Why are honey bees important, and what can we do to
minimize human impact on these populations?
Performance Expectations: LS3-2; LS1-4; LS1-5; ESS3-3; ETS1-1
Using their research of honey bees, students design solutions to lessen human
impact on colony collapse disorder (CCD) and develop a communication plan to
educate their community about CCD.
512701 Module Kit $193.95

How Can We Use Technology to
Monitor Aquatic Ecosystems?
Grades 6–8.
Unit Driving Question: How do phytoplankton
affect aquatic ecosystems, and how can we
use technology to monitor them?
Performance Expectations: PS4-1; PS4-2;
PS4-3; ESS3-4
Using their research of harmful algal blooms
(HABs) in a specific region, students make
proposals to minimize human impact or
mitigate harmful effects. Students describe the
evidence and scientific reasoning that support
the claim that human activity contributes to
HABs.
512711 Module Kit $193.95

What Evidence Suggests
Similarities Among
Organisms?
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTSTM

MIDDLE SCHOOL

How Can We Use Technology
to Monitor Aquatic Ecosystems?
Teacher Edition

Grades 6–8.
Unit Driving Question: Where did whales
come from?
Performance Expectations: LS4-1;
LS4-2; LS4-3; ESS1-4
Using their research about the ancestors
of whales and their analysis of the fossil
record, students make an evidence-based
claim to explain how present-day whales
evolved.
512721 Module Kit $193.95

Smithsonian Programs
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTSTM

MIDDLE SCHOOL

What Evidence Suggests Similarities
Among Organisms?
Teacher Edition
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Remote Teaching and Learning for Smithsonian’s
STCMS™ with STCMS@HOME
Whether you’re teaching in your classroom or at home, you
need to engage your students in three-dimensional learning and
continue to support ELA and math.

Do you currently use Smithsonian’s STCMS™? Sign in to your
digital content using your CarolinaScienceOnline.com account.
You’ll see you already have access!

STCMS@HOME maintains the continuity of the module storyline
you’re using in the classroom—at home. A virtual classroom
teaching plan includes investigation videos, instructions on using
simulations, and other digital resources to maintain students’
scientific thinking and learning while they cannot be in the
classroom.

Are you considering using Smithsonian’s STCMS™? Your purchase
of the program will include STCMS@HOME. No additional
purchase is necessary.

“The @HOME videos have been such a huge benefit to us teachers and to the students in the
Hear more about
classroom. It still allows students to have authentic experiences and view what they would
Rachel’s experience
have if they were able to participate and use the materials hands on… Without the @HOME
resources things would have looked more redundant, more like worksheets and video clips.
and learn more about
Having the @HOME resources has provided students with the use of models and allowing
STCMS@HOME.
them to still use their observation skills and still collecting data, so it’s as if they’re doing the
lab.”
Visit
Rachel Cohen
www.carolina.com/stcmsathome
Middle School Teacher
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GET READY!
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

Get Ready! Professional Learning for
Smithsonian’s STCMS™
Learn the ins and outs of Smithsonian’s STCMS™—on your schedule—through online videos, webinars,
and chats with Carolina’s consultants and educational trainers.

3 Steps to Get Ready!
Professional Learning
Step 1.
Tell Me About It! Teacher Tips
These bite-sized, on-demand videos tell you more
about the program, help prepare you for implementation
training, and get new teachers up to speed.

Step 2.
Get Informed! Digital Library
Access a continually growing library of in-depth unitspecific and topic-specific webinars and videos that aim
to give you a better understanding of the program and
pedagogy.

Step 3.
I’ve Been Wondering! Follow-Up Webinars
Once you and your students begin using STCMS™,
questions may arise. Use our customized webinars and
conference calls to pose your district’s unique, in-depth
questions to Carolina’s consultants.
We know there may be difficulties when scheduling
on-site training for your new science program. Get Ready!
Professional Learning has the flexibility to meet your
implementation needs. These materials can be used:
• Independently by teachers for self-study
• In faculty meetings, PLCs, or planning team meetings
for collaborative learning among educators

Get started with Get Ready!
Professional Learning today. Visit
www.carolina.com/STCMSgetready

Smithsonian Programs
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Literacy

Grades K–5
Literacy from the Smithsonian

The Right Type of Reading to Teach Common Core RI.1–RI.10
Educational studies indicate that children are more likely to engage in a
reading exercise when the literature is related to an activity in which they
have just participated. The Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Series™
helps improve reading comprehension and supports the following Common
Core Standards:
• RI.1–3 Key Ideas and Details
• RI.4–6 Craft and Structure
• RI.7–9 Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
• RI.10

3

READING

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity

ANYONE
CAN BE A
SCIENTIST

Have you ever wondered what a scientist does?
Would you like to work with a scientist on a project?
You can join a citizen science group.
These everyday people collect and review data for scientists.
This gives scientists an army of volunteers to help with their projects.
Now the data are saved using computers.
This makes it easier for volunteers and scientists to
analyze the data and see the results.
People watching
birds was one of
the first citizen
science projects.

Smithsonian Science Stories Literacy Series™
Smithsonian Science Stories readers are informational text resources that present phenomena within realworld contexts, incorporating art, history, world culture, and popular culture. These literacy readers utilize
the vast resources available through the Smithsonian museums and archives, including art, photography,
objects, and science and cultural experts and their research studies.
The readings are incorporated into the main activities of many lessons in the Smithsonian Science for the
Classroom modules.
Smithsonian Science Stories readers are available in a variety of formats:
• In print and digital

15

• In big book and individual reader formats for kindergarten
• As on-grade-level readers carefully calibrated to grade-level-appropriate Lexile measurements
according to Common Core text complexity guidelines
• As below-grade-level readers carefully edited to provide the same
level of information, reducing only the complexity score of the text

TODOS
PODEMOS SER
CIENTÍFICOS

3

LECTURA

• In English and Spanish

n

Visit Carolina.com to view each reader’s description and Lexile
information.
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El avistamiento
de aves fue uno
de los primeros
proyectos de
ciencia ciudadana.
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Literacy

Grades K–5

Smithsonian Science Stories
Literacy Series™
Grade Level and Title

Strand

Big Book
$34.95

English
Print
Pack of 8
$114.95

Spanish
Print
Pack of 8
$114.95

518403
518503
518603
518703

518405A
518505A
518605A
518705A

518405ASP
518505ASP
518605ASP
518705ASP

English
On-Grade
Print
Pack of 8
$114.95

English
Below-Grade
Print
Pack of 8
$114.95

Spanish
Print
Pack of 8
$114.95

516005A
516105A
516205A
516305A

516006A
516106A
516206A
516306A

516005ASP
516105ASP
516205ASP
516305ASP

516405A
516505A
516605A
516705A

516406A
516506A
516606A
516706A

516405ASP
516505ASP
516605ASP
516705ASP

516805A
516905A
517005A
517105A

516806A
516906A
517006A
517106A

516805ASP
516905ASP
517005ASP
517105ASP

517205A
517305A
517405A
517505A

517206A
517306A
517406A
517506A

517205ASP
517305ASP
517405ASP
517505ASP

517605A
517705A
517805A
517905A

517606A
517706A
517806A
517906A

517605ASP
517705ASP
517805ASP
517905ASP

Kindergarten
Wander and Wonder

Life

What’s the Weather

Earth/Space

Tennis Tests

Physical

Keeping Cool at the Zoo

Engineering

PATTERNS
OF LIFE

English On-Grade

Grade 1
Survival Stories

Life

Sky Patterns
Shining the Light

Earth/Space
Physical

Beats and Banjos

Engineering

Grade 2
Blossoms, Bees, and Seeds

Life

Mapping Earth
Art in Science

Earth/Space
Physical

Changing Earth

Engineering

Grade 3
Patterns of Life

Life

Raindrops and Rooftops

Earth/Space

Motion and Magnets

Physical

Changing Habitats

Engineering

PATTERNS
OF LIFE

English Below-Grade

Grade 4
Sending Signals

Life

Rock Stories
Speed Bumps
Everyday Energy

Earth/Space
Physical
Engineering

Grade 5
Go with the Flow

Life

Sailing Under the Stars
What's Cooking

Earth/Space
Physical

Water Works

Engineering

PATRONES
DE VIDA

Spanish Print

Looking for STC Literacy Series™ readers? Go to Carolina.com.

Smithsonian Programs
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Alive.
On Time.
Guaranteed.

Science Education Center

Carolina Alive™

Living Materials for Smithsonian Program Kits
Shortly after you order a living materials sheet, we’ll send you the sheet with instructions for how to set up a delivery date.
We ship all living materials via second-day air, 5 days a week, and deliver them to you before noon.

Shipping Costs Included!
Smithsonian Science for the Classroom (grades K–5)
™

Item

What Do Plants and Animals Need to Live?
Living Materials Order Sheet (inclues 5 painted lady butterfly larvae10, food, 3 mallow plants)

How Do Living Things Stay Safe and Grow?
Living Materials Order Sheet (includes 8 aquatic banana plants)

How Can We Protect Animals When Their Habitat Changes?
Living Materials Order Sheet Set1 (2 sheets)
Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes 100 pill bugs)
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes 100 pill bugs, 3 vegetative moss1)

How Can Animals Use Their Senses to Communicate?
Living Materials Order Sheet (includes 6 fiddler crabs [4 male, 2 female]2 and food)

How Can We Predict Change in Ecosystems?
Living Materials Order Sheet (includes 12 Elodea canadensis3, 75–100 redworms, 100 mealworm larvae)

Item No.

Each

518400LC

$41.95

516000LC

$38.95

517100
517100ALC
517100BLC

$139.95
$63.95
$76.95

517200LC

$47.95

517600LC

$42.95

Find STC–Kindergarten™, STC–Elementary™, and FOSS® living materials at
www.carolina.com/curriculumliving
Note: Live animals should not be shipped over a weekend. Carolina recommends that you
request your order to arrive on a Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday to avoid weekend shipping.
Hawaii Restriction Notice: Shipment of living materials (algae, bacteria, plants, protozoa, insects,
and other animals) into HI is restricted. Please contact the Hawaii Department of Agriculture
(808.832.0566) before ordering this material, and if necessary, provide us with import permits and
other pertinent information.
1
Vegetative moss cannot be shipped into CA; CA customers will receive dry non-viable moss. Cannot
be shipped into Canada.
2
Fiddler crabs cannot be shipped into WA.
3
Elodea canadensis dies off in winter months; substitute plants will be shipped. E. canadensis cannot be shipped into AK and LA; restricted states will receive compatible plants. Canadian customers
must apply for a Canada Department of Agriculture permit.
4
Export orders may need phytosanitary certificates, inspections, and other documentation. This may
result in additional fees and delays.
5
Dwarf African frogs cannot be shipped into VA and AK. Restricted states will be shipped guppies.
6
Elodea cannot be shipped into AK, AL, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, NH, NY, OR, VT, WA, and WI. Restricted
states will be shipped compatible plants. Canadian customers must apply for a Canada Department
of Agriculture permit.
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GloFish® fluorescent fish are licensed under one or more United States patents. Reproduction
(breeding) of GloFish® is permitted only for educational use by teachers and students in bona fide
educational institutions; however, any sale, barter, or trade of the offspring from such reproduction
is strictly prohibited.
8
Casper Fish™ are intended for non-commercial, internal research and educational purposes only.
The sale, lease, license, or other transfer of the Casper Fish™ to a for-profit organization, uses of the
Casper Fish™ by any organization, including Recipient, to perform contract research, to screen compound libraries, to produce or manufacture products for general sale, or to conduct research activities that result in any sale, lease, license, or transfer of the Casper Fish™ to a for-profit organization
are strictly prohibited. However, industrially sponsored academic research shall not be considered a
use of the Casper Fish™ for commercial purposes per se, unless any of the above conditions are met.
Customers seeking to use the Casper Fish™ for commercial purposes should contact the Technology
and Innovation Development Office of Children’s Hospital Boston.
9
Onion bulblets are available October through June.
10
Painted lady butterfly larvae cannot be shipped into Puerto Rico. Painted lady butterflies cannot be
released in CT, ND, and WA.
7
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Carolina Alive™

Alive.
On Time.
Guaranteed.

Shipping Costs Included!
STCMS (grades 6–8)
™

Item

Ecosystems and Their Interactions
1-Class Living Materials Order Sheet Set4, 5 (2 sheets)
Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes wheat seed4, soil, Alga-Gro®, timothy hay, Anabaena culture, Oedogonium
foveolatum culture, Chlorella culture, Synedra culture, Chlamydomonas culture, Staurastrum gracile culture, Volvox culture,
Euglena culture, Paramecium bursaria culture, Stentor culture, Chilomonas culture, Paramecium multimicronucleatum culture,
Lumbriculus variegatus culture, 2 Daphnia pulex cultures, 8 dwarf African frogs5, 100 Chara)
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes Chlorella culture)
5-Class Living Materials Order Sheet Set

4, 5

(2 sheets)

Item No.

Each

513600LC
513600ALC

$185.95
$168.95

513600BLC

$26.95

513600U5LC

$542.95
$418.95

Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes wheat seed4, soil, Alga-Gro®, timothy hay, 3 Anabaena cultures, 3 Oedogonium
513600AU5LC
foveolatum cultures, 4 Chlorella cultures, 3 Synedra cultures, 3 Chlamydomonas cultures, 3 Staurastrum gracile cultures, 3
Volvox cultures, 3 Euglena cultures, 3 Paramecium bursaria cultures, 3 Stentor cultures, 3 Chilomonas cultures, 3 Paramecium
multimicronucleatum cultures, 5 Lumbriculus variegatus cultures, 10 Daphnia pulex cultures, 8 dwarf African frogs5, 500 Chara)
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes 2 Chlorella cultures, 32 dwarf African frogs5)
513600BU5LC

Structure and Function
1-Class Living Materials Order Sheet Set6 (2 sheets)
Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes Euglena culture, stained Paramecium culture, 12 Elodea6)
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes 25 Elodea6)
5-Class Living Materials Order Sheet Set6 (2 sheets)
Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes 2 Euglena cultures, 2 stained Paramecium cultures, 12 Elodea6)
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes 75 Elodea6)

Genes and Molecular Machines
1-Class Living Materials Order Sheet Set4, 7, 8, 9 (4 sheets)
Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes 2 zebra fish [unsexed], 2 GloFish®7, 2 Casper Fish™8 [unsexed])
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes 3 coleus, 200 Wisconsin Fast Plants® F1 Non-Purple Stem Hairless Seed
[F1 anthocyaninless, hairless]4, stained Paramecium culture)
Living Materials Order Sheet 3 (includes stained Paramecium culture, Lumbriculus variegatus culture, Hydra culture,
30 onion bulblets9)
Living Materials Order Sheet 4 (includes 100 lady beetles)
5-Class Living Materials Order Sheet Set4, 7, 8, 9 (4 sheets)
Living Materials Order Sheet 1 (includes 2 zebra fish [unsexed], 2 GloFish®7, 2 Casper Fish™8 [unsexed])
Living Materials Order Sheet 2 (includes 15 coleus, 1,000 Wisconsin Fast Plants® F1 Non-Purple Stem Hairless Seed
[F1 anthocyaninless, hairless]4, 5 stained Paramecium cultures)
Living Materials Order Sheet 3 (includes 5 stained Paramecium cultures, 5 Lumbriculus variegatus cultures, 5 Hydra cultures,
150 onion bulblets9)
Living Materials Order Sheet 4 (includes 100 lady beetles)

513400
513400ALC
513400BLC
513400U5
513400AU5LC
513400BU5LC

$153.95
$70.95
$42.95
$31.95
$98.95
$50.95
$53.95

513300
513300ALC
513300BLC

$251.95
$87.95
$90.95

513300CLC

$54.95

513300DLC
513300U5
513300ALC
513300BU5LC

$31.95
$482.95
$87.95
$279.95

513300CU5LC

$109.95

513300DLC

$31.95

Find STC–Secondary™ living materials at www.carolina.com/curriculumliving
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Sales and Services Information

For your
specific county
representative, go to
Carolina.com/CaRep

Sales Director

Local Representatives
Jeff Frates, Sales Manager
336.380.8647
jeff.frates@carolina.com

Dan Ruttle, Sales Manager
267.229.2748
dan.ruttle@carolina.com

Rick Brost, Sales Manager
336.213.3487
rick.brost@carolina.com

Knans Griffing, Sales Manager
336.266.9028
knans.griffing@carolina.com

Deborah Linscomb, Sales Manager
336.263.7940
deborah.linscomb@carolina.com

Atiya Merchant, Sales/
Curriculum Support Representative
336.263.6930
atiya.merchant@carolina.com

Sandy Bosnik, Sales Manager
336.524.4962
sandy.bosnik@carolina.com
Fabienne Conrad, Sales/
Curriculum Support Representative
336.266.6644
fabienne.conrad@carolina.com

Tom Guetling, National Sales Director
336.264.3300
tom.guetling@carolina.com

Michelle Reed, Account Manager
336.538.6365
michelle.reed@carolina.com
Stephanie Solofra, Sales/
Curriculum Support Representative
336.214.2583
stephanie.solofra@carolina.com

Immediate Assistance
Gina Wofford, Account Manager
336.538.6238
gina.wofford@carolina.com
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Michelle Reed, Account Manager
336.538.6365
michelle.reed@carolina.com
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Ordering Information
Carolina Pledge: 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
All of our products are unconditionally
guaranteed. If for any reason you are not
satisfied with any item, you may return it
for a replacement, a refund, or credit.
It’s that simple.

Product Information

Shipping

If you have questions about any product in this catalog, call 800.227.1150
(8 am to 5 pm ET, M–F).

Single classroom orders are available from current stock and can be shipped
immediately. Larger orders may be delivered in 30 days. For specific
availability or expedited orders, please call Carolina’s Customer Service at
800.334.5551. Orders are shipped the most economical way. Large kits
or large orders may be shipped by motor freight, although shipment by a
common carrier such as FedEx® is possible. Overnight or second-day shipping
is not available for some products, especially chemicals.

Place an Order
Online:

www.carolina.com

Call:

800.334.5551, 8 am to 6:30 pm ET, M–F

Mail:

Carolina Biological Supply Company
PO Box 6010
Burlington NC 27216-6010

Fax:

Returns

800.222.7112, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Prices
We offer each curriculum product at the best price possible. We also try to
maintain current prices for as long as possible. However, ALL PRICES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. All prices are FOB shipping point.
Terms for established customers are net 30 days. To establish a new account,
call 800.334.5551.

Quotations
Carolina is eager to bid on your quotation request, especially for bulk
quantity prices of any material. Please submit your request to the Quotations
Department via phone (800.334.5551, ext 6300), fax (336.538.6330), email
(quotations@carolina.com), or mail.

Missing or Damaged Merchandise
Please check your order as soon as it arrives. If you discover missing or
damaged merchandise, call Carolina’s Customer Service at 800.334.5551
within 14 days and a replacement will be processed.

If you need to return an item, please notify Customer Service within 30 days
for authorization. Include your purchase order number and Carolina’s order
number. If any material is purchased and later returned because of customer
error, a 25% restocking charge will be assessed on the credited amount,
and the material must be returned to Carolina freight prepaid. Items held
more than 6 months, partially used or opened items (opened boxes, bundles,
packs, cases, bags, pallets, etc.), or discontinued items CANNOT be returned
for credit. In case of our error, full credit will be issued upon receipt of the
incorrect item.

Smithsonian Components Catalog
To view and download our Smithsonian Components Catalog, go to
Carolina.com/catalogs.
Carolina Biological Supply Company is the exclusive publisher and distributor
of Smithsonian Science for the Classroom™ and the STC Program™. All
materials used in these programs have been especially selected or designed
for use in the kits. Carolina and its partnering developer—the Smithsonian
Science Education Center—are not responsible for any material purchased
from other vendors.

Looking for
STC–Kindergarten™, STC–Elementary™, or STC–Secondary™?
Go to Carolina.com

Smithsonian Programs
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Carolina Biological
Supply Company

2700 York Road
Burlington NC 27215
USA

Attention Mailroom: If addressee has left, please forward to Principal.

Setting the Standard in 3D Learning
and 3D Assessment

“

I like our new science program because the
hands-on activities motivate me to wonder
and learn more.
Varsitta
5th-Grade Student

”

Grades K–5
• Coherent Storylines
• Teacher Support
• Proven Results

3D Learning and
3D Assessement
Developed for the
Next Generation
Science Standards*

PAID

PRESORTED STANDARD
U.S. POSTAGE

Carolina Biological
Supply Company

Call:
800.334.5551
Fax:
800.222.7112
Online: Carolina.com/SSftC
*Next Generation Science Standards® is a registered trademark of WestEd. Neither WestEd nor the lead states
and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of these
products, and do not endorse them.

©2021 Carolina Biological Supply Company
Printed in the USA.
CB832792111
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